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Abstract
Large dimensional Gram type random matrices are common objects in high-dimensional statistics
and machine learning theory. In this paper, we study the limiting distribution of the edge eigenvalues for
a general class of high-dimensional Gram type random matrices, including separable sample covariance
matrices, sparse sample covariance matrices, biadjacency matrix of the bipartite stochastic block model
(SBM) and random Gram matrices with general variance profiles. Specifically, we prove that under sharp
moment conditions and certain tractable regularity assumptions, the edge eigenvalues, i.e., the largest few
eigenvalues of non-spiked Gram type random matrices or the extremal bulk eigenvalues of spiked Gram
type random matrices, satisfy the Tracy-Widom distribution asymptotically. Our results can be used
to construct adaptive, accurate and powerful statistics for some important high-dimensional statistical
inference problems. In particular, we propose data-dependent statistics to infer the number of signals
under general noise structure, to test the one-sided sphericity of separable covariance matrices, and to
test the structure of bipartite stochastic block model. Numerical simulations show strong support of our
proposed statistics. The core of our proof is to establish the Tracy-Widom distribution for a rectangular
Dyson Brownian motion with regular initial data. This is a general strategy to study the edge statistics
for high-dimensional Gram type random matrices without exploring the specific independence structure
of the target matrices. It has potential to be applied to more general random matrices that are beyond
the ones considered in this paper.
1 Introduction
Large dimensional Gram type random matrices play an important role in high-dimensional data analysis and
modern statistical learning theory. Consider a pˆn random matrix Y “ pyijq whose entries are independent
centered random variables with variances
Ey2ij “ sij , (1.1)
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for a sequence of positive numbers sij , 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n, depending on n. In this paper, we shall call
Q “ Y Y J a random Gram matrix with variance matrix (or variance profile) S “ psijq [4, 5]. In wireless
communication [20], especially in the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system, Y is the channel
matrix such that sij represents the fluctuation of the signal from the j-th transmitter to the i-th receiver
antenna.
The above Gram type matrix model covers a lot of important random matrices in high-dimensional
statistics and machine learning theory. We now name a few examples. First, when sij “ paibjq{n for two
deterministic sequences of numbers ai, 1 ď i ď p, and bj, 1 ď j ď n, we can write Q “ A1{2ZBZJA1{2. Here
A “ diagpa1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , apq, B “ diagpb1, b2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq, and Z “ pzijq is a pˆ n random matrix whose entries zij
are i.i.d. centered random variables with variance n´1. In this special case, Q is called a separable covariance
matrix, which finds important applications in spatio-temporal data analysis [64], wireless communications
[94] and financial economics [85]. Furthermore, when bj “ 1, 1 ď j ď n, it reduces to the standard sample
covariance matrix with population covariance matrix A, which is a fundamental object in multivariate and
high-dimensional statistics. For a detailed review, we refer the reader to [87]. We can also extend the
above setting without requiring A and B to be diagonal, that is, both A and B can be general positive
definite matrices. Second, if yij are independent Bernoulli random variables with probabilities 0 ă pij ă 1,
1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n, then Y is closely related to the biadjacency matrix of a bipartite stochastic block
model (c.f. Definition 2.11). It is a generalization of the famous stochastic block model (SBM) [1] and
has been an important object of study in machine learning theory [45, 46, 82]. In this case, we can write
Y “ Y˚ ` EY , where Y˚ Y˚ J is a random Gram matrix as defined around (1.1). Third, consider yij “ aijhij ,
where aij are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with a parameter 0 ă p ! 1 depending on n, and hij are
independent centered random variables with variances (1.1). In this case, Q “ Y Y J is called a sparse random
Gram matrix, where p characterizes the level of sparsity [54]. This model provides important insights into
covariance and precision matrices estimation with randomly missing observations [60, 75].
In this paper, we study the limiting distribution of the edge eigenvalues of random Gram matrices with
general variance matrices. Here the notion edge eigenvalue refers to the extremal eigenvalues of the bulk
eigenvalue spectrum ofQ. More precisely, if the variance matrix S is non-spiked so that Q has no outliers (i.e.
eigenvalues that are detached from the bulk eigenvalue spectrum), then the edge eigenvalues are the largest
few eigenvalues of Q. On the other hand, if the singular value decomposition (SVD) of S contains a finite
number of large spikes so that Q has several outliers, the edge eigenvalues are the largest few non-outlier
eigenvalues. We refer the readers to Remark 2.4 below for a more detailed discussion. One of the main goals
of this paper is to prove that the edge eigenvalues of a general class of random Gram matrices obey the
Tracy-Widom law [89, 90] asymptotically when n Ñ 8, assuming (almost) sharp moment conditions and
certain tractable regularity conditions.
The edge eigenvalues of random matrices have been applied to various hypothesis testing problems in
high-dimensional statistics and machine learning theory. For instance, they have been employed to test
the existence and number of spikes for sample covariance matrices [57, 86], test the number of factors in
factor model [84], detect the signals in signal-plus-noise model [6, 8, 12, 93], test the structure of covariance
matrices [29, 50], and perform the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) [44, 50]. More recently,
they have also been used to help to understand the deep learning representations and deep neural networks
[28, 48]. The Tracy-Widom law for the largest eigenvalues of non-spiked Gram type random matrices have
been proved in many random matrix models. For Wishart matrices with sij ” n´1 in (1.1) and i.i.d. centered
Gaussian entries yij , it was proved in [56] that the largest eigenvalue satisfies the Tracy-Widom distribution
asymptotically. This result was later extended to more general sample covariance matrices with generally
distributed entries (assuming only certain moment assumptions) and variance profile sij “ ai{n in a series
of papers; see e.g. [8, 22, 29, 59, 71, 83, 88].
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Despite the broad application of Gram type random matrices and their edge eigenvalues in statistics and
machine learning theory, the literature has been focused on the sample covariance type of variance profile
sij “ ai{n. Unfortunately, for more complicated variance profiles, much less is known about the limiting
distribution of the edge eigenvalues. In fact, even for the separable covariance matrix with sij “ paibjq{n, the
Tracy-Widom law has not been proved yet for the edge eigenvalues as explained in [98]. One purpose of this
paper is to solve this problem and prove the Tracy-Widom law for a general class of random Gram matrices
(with or without outliers) with general variance profiles S “ psijq that satisfy certain regularity assumptions.
This generality, on one hand, allows us to study more general and realistic random Gram matrices arising
from statistical learning theory, such as the separable covariance matrices, bipartite stochastic block model
and sparse random Gram matrices, and apply our results on edge eigenvalues to various hypothesis testing
problems in these models. On the other hand, it provides a way to study the extremal non-outlier eigenvalues
if the matrix has a few outlier eigenvalues. In particular, we can use our result to test the number of signals
instead of only detecting the existence of a signal.
For a random Gram matrix Q with general variance profile S, its limiting empirical spectral distribution
(ESD) has been studied in [4, 5, 49] via the Stieltjes transform method. It turns out that the Stieltjes
transform of the limiting ESD is an average of a sequence of Stieltjes transforms that are the solutions to the
so-called vector Dyson equation (c.f. equation (2.14)). Moreover, the local laws on the resolvent of Q and
the rigidity of the eigenvalues—both of them measure the closeness between the ESD of Q and the limiting
ESD—have been established in [4, 5]. Based on these inputs, we can prove the Tracy-Widom distribution
for the edge eigenvalues of Q. More precisely, our proof employs the following three step strategy.
Step 1: Local laws. Establishing a local law on the Stieltjes transform of Q, mQpzq :“ p´1TrpQ´ zq´1.
This is needed in order to check the regularity conditions in Definition 2.1 below.
Step 2: Rectangular DBM. Proving the Tracy-Widom distribution for the edge eigenvalues of the Gaus-
sian divisible ensemble Qt :“ pY `
?
tXqpY `?tXqJ, where X is an independent pˆn random matrix whose
entries are i.i.d. centered Gaussian random variables with variance n´1. Following the literature, we shall
call the evolution of Qt with respect to t the rectangular matrix Dyson Brownian motion (DBM), while we
shall call the evolution of the eigenvalues of Qt with respect to t the rectangular Dyson Brownian motion.
Step 3: Comparison. Showing that Qt has the same edge eigenvalue statistics as Q asymptotically.
Usually Step 1 depends on the specific random matrix model, and requires a case by case study. Roughly
speaking, the purpose of this step is to show that the spectral density has a regular square root behavior near
the spectral edge, which is generally believed to be a necessary condition for the appearance of the Tracy-
Widom law. (For example, if the spectral density has a regular cubic root behavior, then the corresponding
cusp universality is different from the Tracy-Widom law [19, 36].) In our setting, this step for random
Gram matrices has been completed in [4, 5]. On the other hand, for Step 3, systematic methods have been
developed based on moments matching and resolvent comparison arguments [42, 59, 73, 98], and they work
universally for many random matrix ensembles. In this paper, we mainly focus on Step 2, that is, we shall
prove that the edge statistics of a rectangular DBM converges to Tracy-Widom law as long as we have a
regular initial data as described by Definition 2.1. This fills in the last piece of the three step strategy.
The three step strategy has been widely used in the proof of bulk universality of random matrices
[37, 38, 39, 41]; for a more extensive review, we refer the reader to [40] and references therein. However,
it has been rarely (if any) used in the proof of the Tracy-Widom distribution for the edge eigenvalues of
Gram type random matrices. One of the main reasons is that near the spectral edge, one can usually go
to Step 3 directly and show that the edge statistics of a random matrix ensemble match the edge statistics
of its Gaussian counterpart using a simple moment matching condition [22, 42, 59, 73, 88, 98]. If it has
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been proved that the edge eigenvalues of the corresponding Gaussian matrix satisfies the Tracy-Widom law
(as in the Wishart case [56] or the sample covariance case [29, 83]), then the above comparison argument
immediately shows that the edge eigenvalues of the original random matrix ensemble also satisfy the Tracy-
Widom law. Unfortunately, the Tracy-Widom law for the corresponding Gaussian matrices is not always
known. For example, in [98] the second author was able to prove that a general separable covariance matrix
has the same edge statistics as a Gaussian separable covariance matrix, whose Tracy-Widom law, however,
is still unknown in the literature. Moreover, the conventional way of proving Tracy-Widom law for Gaussian
ensembles usually involves some exactly solvable formulas derived from the joint eigenvalue distributions,
which are not available for a general Gaussian Gram matrix. On the other hand, our result provides an
alternative way to approach this kind of problem. More precisely, for a Gaussian rectangular matrix Y , we
can decompose it into
Y
d“ Yt `
?
tX,
where Yt and X are independent Gaussian matrices. Here “
d“” means equal in distribution. Then our
main theorem, Theorem 2.3, shows that the edge eigenvalues of Y satisfy the Tracy-Widom law as long as
t " n´1{3. We also remark that there is another possible way to show the Tracy-Widom law for general
Gaussian Gram ensembles using a delicate continuous comparison argument [44, 70, 71]. However this kind
of argument depends greatly on the specific variance profile, and hence requires a case by case study.
Finally, we remark that our main result, Theorem 2.3, is an extension of the one in [67] for the edge
statistics of symmetric DBM for Wigner type random matrices. Moreover, the result in [67] has been suc-
cessfully used in the proof of the Tracy-Widom fluctuation for Wigner type random matrices with correlated
entries, such as the random d-regular graph [10] and the correlated Wigner matrices [2]. Correspondingly,
our result can be also applied to Gram type random matrices with correlated entries, including the random
bipartite biregular graph, random regular hypergraphs, or correlated random Gram matrices. However, in
these cases we need extra work on Steps 1 and 3 of the three step strategy, and these are possible topics for
future study.
Before concluding the introduction, we summarize the main contributions of our work.
• We establish the Tracy-Widom distribution of the edge eigenvalues for a general class of Gram type
random matrices, which may or may not contain outliers. As important examples, we study the edge
eigenvalues of separable covariance matrices, biadjacency matrix of the bipartite stochastic block model
and sparse random Gram matrices with general variance profiles. These random matrix models are
important in high-dimensional statistics, yet their edge fluctuations are not known in the previous
literature.
• We propose a general three step strategy to study the edge statistics of Gram type random matrices.
In particular, we establish a general result on the Tracy-Widom distribution for the edge eigenvalues
of a rectangular DBM, which completes the Step 2 of the three step strategy once for all. Both the
three step strategy and the result on rectangular DBM have potential to be applied to other important
and more complicated random matrices in statistics .
• We apply our results to three important hypothesis testing problems: testing the number of signals
with general variance structure for the noise (e.g., the doubly-heteroscedastic colored noise and sparse
noise), testing the one-sided sphericity of separable covariance matrix, and testing the structure of
bipartite stochastic block model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the main results: Theorem 2.3 for the
edge statistics of rectangular DBM, Theorem 2.7 for a general class of random Gram matrices, Theorem 2.12
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for the bipartite stochastic block model, and Theorem 2.15 for the sparse random Gram matrices with general
variance profiles. In Section 3, we apply our results to propose some useful statistics for three hypothesis
testing problems. In Section A, we prove Theorems 2.7, 2.12 and 2.15. The Sections B and C are devoted to
the proof of Theorem 2.3: Section B collects some important estimates for rectangular DBM, whose proofs
are given in another paper [23], and Section C includes the core analysis of the rectangular Dyson Brownian
motion based on the estimates in Section B.
Convention. The fundamental large parameter is n and we always assume that p is comparable to and
depends on n. We use C to denote a generic large positive constant, whose value may change from one
line to the next. Similarly, we use ε, τ , δ, etc. to denote generic small positive constants. If a constant
depends on a quantity a, we use Cpaq or Ca to indicate this dependence. For two quantities an and bn
depending on n, the notation an “ Opbnq means that |an| ď C|bn| for some constant C ą 0, and an “ opbnq
means that |an| ď cn|bn| for some positive sequence cn Ó 0 as n Ñ 8. We also use the notations an À bn if
an “ Opbnq, and an „ bn if an “ Opbnq and bn “ Opanq. For a matrix A, we use }A} :“ }A}l2Ñl2 to denote
the operator norm; for a vector v “ pviqni“1, }v} ” }v}2 stands for the Euclidean norm. For a matrix A and
a positive number a, we write A “ Opaq if }A} “ Opaq. In this paper, we often write an identity matrix of
any dimension as I or 1 without causing any confusions.
2 Main results
In this section, we state the main results of this paper regarding the edge eigenvalues of Gram type random
matrices. First, we state a general result on the Tracy-Widom (TW) distribution of the edge eigenvalues
of a rectangular DBM with regular initial data. It is the central result of this paper, and can be used as a
general tool to study the edge statistics of Gram type random matrices. To illustrate the power of this result,
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we consider its applications to three different models—the random Gram matrices
which includes the separable covariance matrix as a special example, the bipartite stochastic block model,
and the sparse random Gram matrices. For all these models, their TW laws for the edge eigenvalues are still
unknown in the literature.
2.1 Edge statistics of rectangular Dyson Brownian motion
The edge statistics of the symmetric Dyson Brownian motion has been studied in [67] for Wigner type matrix
ensembles. In this section, we extend the result there to Gram type matrix ensembles. Let Y be a p ˆ n
data matrix, and X be a pˆ n random matrix whose entries are i.i.d. centered Gaussian random variables
with variance n´1. Since the multivariate Gaussian distribution is rotationally invariant under orthogonal
transforms, for any t ą 0 we have that
Y `
?
tX
d“ U1
´
W `
?
tX
¯
UJ2 ,
where Y “ U1WUJ2 is a singular value decomposition of Y with W being a p ˆ n rectangular diagonal
matrix,
W :“ `D 0˘ , D “ diagpad1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,adpq.
Here
?
d1 ě
?
d2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
a
dp ą 0 are the singular values of Y in descending order. Thus to study the
singular values of Y `?tX , it suffices to assume that the initial data matrix isW . In this paper, we consider
the high-dimension setting, where the aspect ratio cn :“ p{n converges to a constant c P p0, 1q. Since the
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Gram matrices pW `?tXqpW `?tXqJ and pW `?tXqJpW `?tXq have the same nonzero eigenvalues,
without loss of generality we can assume that
τ ď cn ď 1, (2.1)
for some small constant τ ą 0.
We assume that the ESD of V :“WWJ has a regular square root behavior near the spectral edge, which
is generally believed to be a necessary condition for the appearance of TW law. Following [67], we state the
regularity conditions in terms of the Stieltjes transform of V ,
mV pzq :“ 1
p
Tr pV ´ zq´1 “ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
1
di ´ z , z P C` :“ tz P C : Im z ą 0u.
Definition 2.1 (η˚-regular). Let η˚ be a deterministic parameter satisfying η˚ :“ n´φ˚ for some constant
0 ă φ˚ ď 2{3. We say V (or equivalently W ) is η˚-regular around the largest eigenvalue if the following
properties hold for λ` :“ d1 (here λ` is a standard notation for the right spectral edge in random matrix
literature) and some constants cV , CV ą 0.
(i) For z “ E ` iη with λ` ´ cV ď E ď λ` and η˚ `
a
η˚|λ` ´ E| ď η ď 10, we have
1
CV
a
|λ` ´ E| ` η ď ImmV pzq ď CV
a
|λ` ´ E| ` η, (2.2)
and for z “ E ` iη with λ` ď E ď λ` ` cV and η˚ ď η ď 10, we have
1
CV
ηa|λ` ´ E| ` η ď ImmV pzq ď CV ηa|λ` ´ E| ` η . (2.3)
(ii) We have 2cV ď λ` ď CV {2.
(iii) We have ‖V ‖ ď NCV .
Remark 2.2. The motivation for (i) is as follows: if mpzq is the Stieltjes transform of a density ρ with square
root behavior around λ`, i.e. ρpxq „
apλ` ´ xq`, then (2.2) and (2.3) holds for Immpzq with η˚ “ 0. For
a general η˚ ą 0, (2.2) and (2.3) essentially mean that the empirical spectral density of V behaves like a
square root function near λ` on any scale larger than η˚. The condition η ď 10 in the assumption is purely
for definiteness of presentation—we can replace 10 with any constant of order 1.
We are interested in the dynamics of the edge eigenvalues of Qt :“ pW `
?
tXqpW `?tXqJ with respect
to t for 0 ă t ! 1. Let ρw,t be the asymptotic spectral density for Qt, and let mw,t be the corresponding
Stieltjes transform. It is known that for any t ą 0, mw,t is the unique solution to
mw,t “ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
1
dip1 ` cntmw,tq´1 ´ p1` cntmw,tqz ` tp1´ cnq , (2.4)
such that Immw,t ą 0 for z P C` [26, 27, 92]. Adopting the notations from free probability theory, we shall
call ρw,t the rectangular free convolution of ρw,0 with Marchenko-Pastur (MP) law at time t. Let λ`,t be
the rightmost edge of ρw,t. By Lemma B.5, we know that ρw,t has a square root behavior near λ`,t.
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We introduce the notation
ζtpzq :“ r1` cntmw,tpzqs2z ´ p1´ cnqtr1` cntmw,tpzqs, (2.5)
which is in fact the subordination function for the rectangular free convolution with MP law. Then we define
the function
Φtpζq “ ζp1 ´ cntmw,0pζqq2 ` p1´ cnqtp1´ cntmw,0pζqq, (2.6)
and the parameter
γn ” γnptq “
ˆ
1
2
r4λ`,tζ`,t ` p1´ cnq2t2sc2nt2Φ
2
t pζ`,tq
˙´1{3
, (2.7)
where ζ`,t :“ ζtpλ`,tq. Here we used the short-hand notation ζtpλ`,tq ” limηÓ0 ζtpλ`,t ` iηq.
We now state the central result of this paper for the edge statistics of rectangular DBM. Recall that
Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) refers to symmetric random matrices of the form H :“ pZ `ZJq{?2,
where Z is a p ˆ p matrix with i.i.d. real centered Gaussian entries with variance p´1. We denote the
eigenvalues of H by µg
1
ě µg
2
ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µgp and those of Qt by λ1ptq ě λ2ptq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λpptq.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose W is η˚-regular in the sense of Definition 2.1. Suppsoe t satisfies n
εη˚ ď t2 ď n´ε
for a small constant ε ą 0. Fix any integer a P N, and let f : Ra Ñ R be any test function such that
‖f‖8 ď C, ‖∇f‖8 ď C,
for some constant C ą 0. Then for γn in (2.7), we have that
lim
nÑ8
Efpγnp2{3pλ1ptq ´ λ`,tq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γnp2{3pλaptq ´ λ`,tqq
“ lim
nÑ8
Efpp2{3pµg
1
´ 2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p2{3pµg
a
´ 2qq,
(2.8)
for some constant c ą 0.
Since the edge eigenvalues of GOE at ˘2 obey the type-1 TW fluctuation [89, 90], by Theorem 2.3 and
Portmanteau lemma we immediately obtain that
lim
nÑ8
Ppγnp2{3pλ1ptq ´ λ`,tq ď xq “ F1pxq, for all x P R,
where F1 is the type-1 TW distribution function.
Remark 2.4. In this paper, we focus on the largest few eigenvalues of Gram type random matrices, which are
usually the most interesting case from the statistical view of point. However, as in [67] we can also extend
our result to the case where the edge eigenvalue is di0 for some fixed i0 ą 1. Specifically, assume that W
is η˚-regular in the sense of Definition 2.1 with λ` “ di0 and that there are no eigenvalues di inside the
interval rλ` ` η˚, λ` ` cV s. Then Theorem 2.3 still holds by replacing (2.8) with
lim
nÑ8
E
”
fpγnp2{3pλi0ptq ´ λ`,tq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γnp2{3pλi0`a´1ptq ´ λ`,tqq
“ lim
nÑ8
E
”
fpp2{3pµg
1
´ 2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p2{3pµg
a
´ 2qq
ı
.
(2.9)
There are several scenarios where this result can be useful. For example, one may have a random matrix
model with a few outliers away from the bulk eigenvalue spectrum as in Johnstone’s spiked model [56] or the
spiked separable covariance model [24]. Also for some models, the eigenvalue spectrum may have more than
one disjoint bulk components, and i0 is the edge of a sub-leading component. The proof of (2.9) is the same
as the one for Theorem 2.3, except for an extra complication regarding the reindexing of the eigenvalues; see
(3.10)-(3.12) of [67].
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2.2 Tracy-Widom law for random Gram matrices
As the first application of Theorem 2.3, we prove the Tracy-Widom law for the edge eigenvalues of a general
class of random Gram matrices with heterogeneous variance profiles. Let Y “ pyijq be a pˆn matrix whose
entries are independent random variables with
Eyij “ 0, Ey2ij “ sij , (2.10)
for some variance matrix S “ psijq. Then we call Q “ Y Y J a random Gram matrix. Following [4, 5], we
make the following regularity assumptions on S.
Assumption 2.5. Suppose the following conditions hold true.
(A1) The dimensions of S are comparable. Without loss of generality we assume that (2.1) holds.
(A2) The variances are bounded in the sense that there exist constants s˚, ε˚ ą 0 such that
max
i,j
sij ď s˚
n
, min
i,j
sij ě n
´1{3`ε˚
n
. (2.11)
(A3) The matrices S and SJ are irreducible in the sense that there exist L1, L2 P N and constant τ ą 0 such
that
min
i,j
rpSSJqL1 sij ě τ
n
, min
i,j
rpSJSqL2sij ě τ
n
.
(A4) The rows and columns of S are sufficiently close to each other in the sense that there is a continuous
strictly monotonically decreasing (n-independent) function Γ : p0, 1s Ñ p0,8q such that limεÓ0 Γpεq “ 8
and for all ε P p0, 1s, we have
Γpεq ď min
#
inf
1ďiďp
1
p
ÿ
l
1
ε` n‖Si ´ Sl‖22
, inf
1ďjďn
1
n
ÿ
l
1
ε` n‖SJj ´ SJl ‖22
+
, (2.12)
where Si and S
J
j denote the i-th row of S and j-th row of S
J, respectively.
As explained in (2.22) of [3], assumption (A4) aims to rule out outliers. We refer the reader to Remark
2.10 below for a more detailed explanation in the setting of separable covariance model. We point out that
[4, Remark 2.4] provides an easier to check sufficient (but not necessary) condition for (A4).
(A4-s): There are two finite partitions pIαqαPA and pJβqβPB of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu and t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, respectively, such
that for any α P A and β P B, we have |Iα| ě τp, |Iβ | ě τn, and
‖Si1 ´ Si2‖2 ď τ´1
|i1 ´ i2|1{2
n
for i1, i2 P Iα,
‖SJj1 ´ SJj2‖2 ď τ´1
|j1 ´ j2|1{2
n
for j1, j2 P Jβ,
(2.13)
for some small constant τ ą 0. The proof of (A4) using (A4-s) is simple using an integral approximation.
If (2.11) holds, then there is a unique vector of holomorphic functions
mpzq “ pm1pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mppzqq : C` Ñ Cp,
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satisfying the so-called vector Dyson equation
1
m
“ ´z1` S 1
1` SJm , (2.14)
such that Immkpzq ą 0, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, for any z P C` [4, 5, 49]. In the above equation, 1 denotes the vector
whose entries are all equal to 1, and both 1{m and 1{p1` SJmq mean the entrywise reciprocal. Moreover, if
Assumption 2.5 holds, then for each k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, there exists a unique probability measure νk with support
contained in r0, 4s˚s, such that mk is the Stieltjes transform of νk:
mkpzq “
ż
νkpdxq
x´ z , z P C`, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p.
Moreover, νk is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. (If we consider the case p ą n,
then νk will also have a point mass at zero.) Let ρk be the density function associated with νk. Then the
asymptotic ESD of Q “ Y Y J is given by ν :“ p´1řk νk, with the following density ρ and Stieltjes transform
m:
ρ :“ 1
p
ÿ
k
ρk, mpzq :“ 1
p
ÿ
k
mkpzq. (2.15)
We summarize the basic properties of the density functions ρ and ρk, 1 ď k ď p.
Lemma 2.6 (Theorem 2.3 of [4]). Under Assumption 2.5, for any 1 ď k ď p, there exists a sequence of
positive numbers a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą a2q ě 0 such that
supp ρk “ supp ρ “
qď
i“1
ra2i, a2i´1s,
where q P N depends only on S. Moreover, ρ has the following square root behavior near a1:
ρpa1 ´ xq “ π´1̟
?
x`Opxq, x Ó 0, (2.16)
where ̟ ą 0 is some constant determined by S.
We shall call ak the spectral edges. In particular, we will focus on the right-most edge a1 and denote
λ` :“ a1. We now state a necessary and sufficient condition for the Tracy-Widom distribution of the largest
eigenvalues of the random Gram matrix Q with variance matrix S.
Theorem 2.7. Suppose Y “ pyijq is a pˆn random matrix such that pyij :“ yij{?sij are real i.i.d. random
variables satisfying Epy11 “ 0, Epy211 “ 1 and
lim
xÑ8
x4P p|py11| ě xq “ 0. (2.17)
Suppose the variance matrix S “ psijq satisfies Assumption 2.5. Denote the eigenvalues of Q “ Y Y J by
λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp. Then we have
lim
nÑ8
Pp̟2{3p2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q ď xq “ F1pxq, for all x P R, (2.18)
where ̟ is defined in (2.16). On the other hand, if (2.17) does not hold, then for any fixed x ą λ` we have
lim sup
nÑ8
Ppλ1 ą xq ą 0. (2.19)
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Remark 2.8. With Theorem 2.3, it is easy to extend (2.18) to the joint distribution of the largest k eigenvalues
for any fixed k P N:
lim
nÑ8
P
ˆ´
̟2{3p2{3pλi ´ λ`q ď xi
¯
1ďiďk
˙
“ lim
nÑ8
P
ˆ´
p2{3pµgi ´ λ`q ď xi
¯
1ďiďk
˙
,
(2.20)
for all px1, x2, . . . , xkq P Rk.
As an important example of Theorem 2.7, we now show that the edge eigenvalues of separable covariance
matrices obey the Tracy-Widom fluctuation. More precisely, we consider the following separable covariance
matrix
Qs :“ A1{2ZBZJA1{2, (2.21)
where A and B are deterministic positive definite symmetric matrices, and Z “ pzijq is a p ˆ n random
matrix with zij “ n´1{2pzij for a sequence of i.i.d. random variables pzij with mean zero and variance one.
In [98], the edge universality has been proved in the sense that the edge statistics of Qs match those of the
Gaussian case where the entries of Z are i.i.d. Gaussian. However, the TW law is not proved yet, because
the TW law for the corresponding Gaussian case has not been proved in the literature. Now we can solve
this problem easily using Theorem 2.7.
Suppose A and B have eigendecompositions
A “ UaΣaUJa , B “ UbΣbUJb , Σa “ diagpa1, . . . , apq, Σb “ diagpb1, . . . , bnq, (2.22)
where a1 ě a2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ap ą 0 and b1 ě b2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bn ą 0 are the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. Then
for a Gaussian Z, using the rotational invariance of multivariate Gaussian distribution, we get
Qs
d“ Ua
`
Y Y J
˘
UJa , Y :“ Σ1{2a ZΣ1{2b .
Now Y Y J is a random Gram matrix as in Theorem 2.7 with variance matrix S “ ppaibjq{nq, and its
eigenvalues have the same distribution as those of Qs. Then with this variance profile S, we can define the
asymptotic spectral density ρs and the right edge λ
s
` as before.
Corollary 2.9. Consider the separable covariance matrix (2.21), where Z “ pzijq is a pˆn random matrix
with zij “ n´1{2pzij for a sequence of i.i.d. random variables pzij satisfying Epz11 “ 0, Epz211 “ 1 and (2.17).
Assume that (2.1) holds, and that
τ ď ap ď a1 ď τ´1, τ ď bn ď b1 ď τ´1, (2.23)
for some constant τ ą 0. Suppose S “ ppaibjq{nq satisfies (A4) of Assumption 2.5. In addition, assume
that
Eppz311q “ 0. (2.24)
Denote the eigenvalues of Qs by λs1 ě λs2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λsp. Then we have
lim
nÑ8
Pp̟2{3p2{3pλs1 ´ λs`q ď xq “ F1pxq, for all x P R, (2.25)
where ̟ is the factor given in (2.16). Moreover, the condition (2.24) is not necessary if either A or B is
diagonal.
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Wemention that when B “ I, Corollary 2.9 gives the Tracy-Widom distribution for the largest eigenvalues
of sample covariance matrices as obtained in [8, 22, 29, 56, 71, 83, 88].
Proof of Corollary 2.9. In [98], the following edge universality result was proved under the assumptions of
this corollary:
lim
nÑ8
”
Ppp2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q ď xq ´ PGpp2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q ď xq
ı
“ 0, for all x P R,
where PG denotes the law for Z “ pzijq with i.i.d. Gaussian entries with mean zero and variance n´1. In
particular, the condition (2.24) is not necessary if A or B is diagonal. As discussed above, for Gaussian Z we
can reduce the problem to the study of the largest eigenvalues of a random Gram matrix Y Y J with variance
matrix S “ ppaibjq{nq. Note that (2.23) is stronger than (2.11) and is equivalent to (A3) of Assumption 2.5.
Hence Y Y J satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.7, which immediately concludes the proof.
Remark 2.10. For S “ ppaibjq{nq, the condition (2.12) can be reformulated as
Γpεq ď min
#
inf
1ďiďp
1
p
ÿ
l
1
ε` |ai ´ al|2 , inf1ďjďn
1
n
ÿ
l
1
ε` |bj ´ bl|2
+
. (2.26)
Moreover, (2.13) gives an easier to check sufficient condition
|ai1 ´ ai2 | ď τ´1
|i1 ´ i2|1{2
n1{2
for i1, i2 P Iα,
|bj1 ´ bj2 | ď τ´1
|j1 ´ j2|1{2
n1{2
for j1, j2 P Jβ .
(2.27)
Hence if we have ai “ fpi{pq and bj “ gpj{nq for some piecewise 1{2-Ho¨lder continuous functions f and g,
then (2.27) holds true. One special case is that f and g are piecewise constant functions, which happens
when the eigenvalues of A and B take at most Op1q many different values.
On the other hand, suppose there are some spikes in the eigenvalue spectrum of A or B such that
a1 ě a2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ar ě ar`1 ` τ and b1 ě b2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bs ě bs`1 ` τ for some fixed integers r, s and constant
τ ą 0. Then it is easy to check that
min
#
inf
1ďiďp
1
p
ÿ
l
1
ε` |ai ´ al|2 , inf1ďjďn
1
n
ÿ
l
1
ε` |bj ´ bl|2
+
À 1
nε
` 1,
and (2.26) cannot hold for all n. Hence condition (2.26) rules out the existence of outliers.
However, (2.26) sometimes is too strong because it does not allow any spikes or isolated eigenvalues
in the eigenvalue spectrum of A or B. Here by an isolated eigenvalue of A, we mean an ai such that
ai`1 ` τ ď ai ď ai´1 ´ τ for some 1 ď i ď p and constant τ ą 0; for the isolated eigenvalues of B, we have
a similar definition. On the other hand, in [24] we have found that a spike of A or B gives rise to an outlier
only when it is above the BBP transition threshold. In fact, the following weaker regularity condition was
used in [24, 98]. For mpzq in (2.14), we define another two holomorphic functions
m1cpzq :“ 1
n
pÿ
i“1
aimipzq, m2cpzq :“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
bj
´zp1` bjm1cpzqq .
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Then we say that the spectral edge λ` is regular if for some constant τ ą 0,
1`m1cpλ`qb1 ě τ, 1`m2cpλ`qa1 ě τ. (2.28)
This condition not only allows for isolated eigenvalues of A and B, but also allows for zero ai’s or bj ’s, that
is, the lower bounds in (2.23) can be relaxed to some extent. Compared with (2.26) and (2.27), (2.28) is less
explicit and harder to check, but it also appears more often in random matrix literature.
2.3 Tracy-Widom law for bipartite stochastic block model
As the second application of Theorem 2.3, we prove the Tracy-Widom law for the edge eigenvalues the
biadjacency matrix of a bipartite stochastic block model (SBM) [45, 46].
Definition 2.11 (Bipartite stochastic block model). Fix two parameters δ P r1, 2s and p P p0, 1{2s. We take
two vertex sets V1 and V2 with |V1| “ p and |V2| “ n, and assign to each vertex in V1 and V2 a label “`”
or “´” independently with probability 1{2. We denote by σa : Va Ñ t˘u the label function of the vertices in
Va for a “ 1, 2. Moreover, the edges between V1 and V2 are added independently as follows: for i P V1 and
j P V2 such that σ1piq “ σ2pjq, there is an edge between them with probability δp; for i P V1 and j P V2 such
that σ1piq ‰ σ2pjq, there is an edge between them with probability p2´ δqp.
In the null case with δ “ 1, the above bipartite SBM reduces to the bipartite Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph. Here
we have defined the bipartite SBM with two communities by allowing for two types of labels. It can be
generalized to the case with multiple communities; see e.g. [82].
For the bipartite SBM, on one hand, people are interested in proposing efficient spectral algorithms to
recover the partition of the vertex sets. On the other hand, people also want to have a knowledge of the
smallest edge probability p that guarantees the existence of such an algorithm. In practice, such smallest
connecting probability p may tend to zero when the dimensions p and n become very large. In the null case
δ “ 1, none of the spectral algorithms will be able to detect the partitions no matter how large p is. This
can be understood in the following two ways. Heuristically, when δ “ 1, it is indistinguishable between the
labels “`” and “´” because all the edges are added with the same probability regardless of the relation
between σ1piq and σ2pjq. Theoretically, as discussed in [46], a sufficient lower bound on p to assure recovery
is of order ppδ ´ 1q2?pnq´1, which will be invalid when δ Ñ 1. From a statistician’s perspective, given a
bipartite SBM we need to test whether δ “ 1 before implementing any possibly useful algorithms.
Given a bipartite SBM in Definition 2.11, the pˆn biadjacency matrix is given by Z “ pzij : i P V1, j P V2q,
where zij are independent Bernoulli random variables with
Ppzij “ 1q “ aij , aij :“
#
δp, if σ1piq “ σ2pjq,
p2´ δqp, if σ1piq ‰ σ2pjq.
(2.29)
We are interested in the case where δ P r1, 2q is fixed and p P p0, 1{2s can be either fixed or tend to 0 as
n Ñ 8, which characterizes the sparsity of the model. Furthermore, we always assume that np " 1 such
that the number of edges in the graph tends to infinity. Then we rescale the matrix Z as following:
Z?
np
“ Y ` EZ?
np
, Y :“ Z ´ EZ?
np
. (2.30)
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Under this scaling, the singular values of Y are all of order 1. Note that Y is now a random Gram matrix
whose entries satisfy (2.10) with
sij :“
#
n´1δp1´ δpq, if σ1piq “ σ2pjq,
n´1p2´ δqp1 ´ p2´ δqpq, if σ1piq ‰ σ2pjq.
(2.31)
It is easy to check that S satisfies Assumption 2.5. Using this S, we can define the asymptotic spectral
density ρ as in (2.15) with the spectral edge at λ`. On the other hand, the mean matrix pnpq´1{2EZ has
two singular values of order
?
np and pδ ´ 1q?np, respectively. In particular, these two singular values will
give rise to two outliers of order
?
np if δ ą 1, and only one outlier if δ “ 1.
Theorem 2.12. Fix any δ P r1, 2q and assume that
n´1{3`cφ ď p ď 1{2, (2.32)
for some constant cφ ą 0. Let λSBMa be the extremal bulk eigenvalue of ZZJ such that a “ 2 if δ “ 1, and
a “ 3 otherwise. Then we have
lim
nÑ8
P
´
̟2{3p2{3
`pnpq´1λSBMa ´ λ`˘ ď x¯ “ F1pxq, for all x P R,
where ̟ is the factor given in (2.16).
Remark 2.13. We can obtain a more general result similar to (2.20) for the joint distribution of the first
few extremal bulk eigenvalues. Moreover, our result can be easily extended to the case with more than two
communities. Finally in the null case with δ “ 1, we can get explicit expressions for ̟ and λ`; see [54,
Theorem 2.10] for more details.
Remark 2.14. Regarding the condition (2.32), we remark that for an n ˆ n symmetric Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph,
if n´2{3 ! p ď n´1{3, the second largest eigenvalue still has the Tracy-Widom fluctuation, but is around a
location that is away from the spectral edge 2
?
np by a deterministic shift of order pnpq´1{2 [72]. A similar
result was proved for the bipartite SBM in the null case with δ “ 1 [54]. Studying the corresponding case
for the general bipartite SBM requires a lot of extra work, which is not the focus of this paper. On the other
hand, when p ! n´2{3, the limiting distribution of the second largest eigenvalue of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph
will become Gaussian [51, 53]. We conjecture that a similar phenomenon also happens for bipartite SBM
when the sparsity is below n´2{3. These will be the topics for future studies.
We can extend the above setting and define a more general type of random matrices, called sparse random
Gram matrices as proposed in [54]. More precisely, we say that Qsp “ Y Y J is a sparse random Gram matrix
if the matrix Y satisfies the following properties: the entries yij , 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n, are independent
random variables satisfying (2.10) and that
E
ˇˇˇˇ
yij?
nsij
ˇˇˇˇk
ď pCkq
Ck
nqk´2
, k ě 3, (2.33)
for some constant C ą 0 and a sparsity parameter q satisfying nε ď q ď ?n for a constant ε ą 0. Note that
for Y defined in (2.30), Y Y J is a sparse random Gram matrix with q “ ?np. We remark that the sparse
random Gram matrices can be used as a natural model to study high dimensional data with randomly
missing observations and the Markov switching model. For more details, we refer the reader to [54, Section
2.1].
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Theorem 2.15. Suppose Qsp “ Y Y J is a sparse random Gram matrix with Y satisfying (2.10) and (2.33)
with q ě n1{3`cφ for some constant cφ ą 0. Suppose the variance matrix S satisfies Assumption 2.5. Let
ρ be the spectral density defined in (2.15) with the spectral edge at λ`. Denote the eigenvalues of Qsp by
λ
sp
1
ě λsp
2
ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λspp . Then we have
lim
nÑ8
Pp̟2{3p2{3pλsp
1
´ λ`q ď xq “ F1pxq, for all x P R,
where ̟ is the factor given in (2.16).
Remark 2.16. Our result can be applied to other types of bipartite random graph models. One important
class of random network models is the famous latent space model proposed in the influential paper [52].
We can define similarly a bipartite latent space model with biajacency matrix Z, where the connecting
probabilities between vertices depend on the latent variables in some low dimensional space. Then the edge
eigenvalues of pZ ´ EZqpZ ´ EZqJ can be studied using Theorem 2.15. However, the mean matrix EZ will
be much more complicated than the one for bipartite SBM, and its effect on the spectral properties of Z
needs an extensive study.
The edge statistics of symmetric DBM for Wigner type matrices in [67] have been applied to the proof
of the Tracy-Widom fluctuation for random matrices with correlated entries, such as the random d-regular
graph [10] and the correlated Wigner matrices [2]. We expect that our result can be also applied to Gram
type random matrices with correlated entries. One important example is the random bipartite biregular
graph, which is also closely related to random regular hypergraphs. We leave this to future study.
2.4 Main strategy for the proof
Before concluding this section, we briefly describe the main strategy for the proof of the main results. The
proofs for Theorems 2.7, 2.12 and 2.15 are based on Theorem 2.3 and the three step strategy described in
the introduction. Here we mainly focus on discussing the ideas for the proof of Theorem 2.3, which is the
main technical part of this paper. Our proof essentially follows the same strategy as the one in [67] for the
symmetric DBM of Wigner type random matrices. But compared to [67], there are extra difficulties to deal
with in our setting; we will mention some of them below.
Given a rectangular matrix DBM Qt “ pW `
?
tXqpW ` ?tXqJ, its eigenvalues satisfy a rectangular
DBM, which is described by the system of SDEs in (C.1). Heuristically, (C.1) can be regarded as describing
a systems of p interacting particles on the positive half real line with a random driving force (given by
independent Brownian motions) and a deterministic external potential. Furthermore, the particles repulse
each other through a logarithmic potential, and the repulsions will push the particles to their equilibrium
locations such that the eigenvalue statistics around the edge will converge to the local equilibrium very
quickly. (On the other hand, the eigenvalues statistics of Qt reach the global equilibrium only when t " 1.)
To justify the above intuition, we need to provide the following three ingredients.
Analysis of the rectangular free convolution. First, we need to know the behavior of the local equi-
librium. It is known that the asymptotic spectral density of Qt is given by the rectangular free convolution
with MP law, i.e., ρw,t defined above (2.4). Moreover, the quantiles of ρw,t give the equilibrium locations
for the eigenvalues of the rectangular DBM. The properties of ρw,t has been studied in [26, 27, 92] for the
case t „ 1, but the estimates proved in those works are not sharp enough for our purpose when t ! 1. In
Section B, we collect the necessary estimates on ρw,t and mw,t when the initial data matrix is η˚-regular and
t satisfies
?
η˚ ! t ! 1. In particular, Lemma B.5 shows that ρw,t has a regular square root behavior near
the right-most edge, and Lemma B.8 provides a key matching estimate that will be used in the analysis of
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the rectangular DBM. The proof of these estimates is given in another paper [23]. Compared with [67], the
analysis in this step is much more complicated. In fact the subordination function in [67] takes the simple
form ζ “ z ` tmw,t, while in our case we need to deal with the quadratic subordination function in (2.5),
which brings into a lot of technical difficulties.
Local law and rigidity for rectangular DBM. In this step, we establish a rigidity estimate on the
eigenvalues of the rectangular DBM, which will serve as a priori estimate for the more detailed analysis in
next step. This step is relatively standard, and has been explored repeatedly in the study of Gram type
random matrices [9, 13, 22, 59, 88, 95, 98]. Roughly speaking, using the local law on the resolvent of the
rectangular DBM, we can show that the edge eigenvalues are sticked to the quantiles of ρw,t up to an error
of order Opn´2{3`εq, which is called the rigidity estimate. Note that this error is still too large for the
Tracy-Widom fluctuation, which is of order n´2{3. The local law and rigidity estimate of this step is also
proved in [23].
Analysis of the rectangular DBM. With the above results as the main inputs, in Section C, we analyze
the system of SDEs in (C.1) for the rectangular DBM tλiptq : 1 ď i ď pu around the spectral edge of the
initial data matrix W . We will define another rectangular DBM with initial data matrix being a p ˆ n
matrix, say W g, with i.i.d. Gaussian entries of mean zero and variance n´1. Then the corresponding
rectangular matrix DBM Qgt :“ pW g`
?
tXqpW g`?tXqJ is a Wishart matrix for any t, and its eigenvalues
tλgi ptq : 1 ď i ď pu are known to satisfy the Tracy-Widom fluctuation at the spectral edge [56]. We shift
and rescale tλiptqu such that at t “ 0, its spectral edge λ` matches the edge of the MP law for tλgi p0qu,
and its asymptotic density ρw,0 matches the MP density near λ`. Then we adopt the coupling idea of [16]
and couple the two rectangular DBMs tλiptqu and tλgi ptqu by using a common multidimensional Brownian
motion as the random driving force. Now the difference between the two systems of SDEs for tλiptqu and
tλgi ptqu is governed by a simple discrete parabolic equation, which we shall refer to as the coupled equation.
Then for our purpose, it suffices to show that for any fixed a P N,
max
1ďiďa
|λiptq ´ λgi ptq| ď n´c in probability, (2.34)
for some constant c ą 0 as long as t " ?η˚.
The analysis of the coupled equation mainly consists of two parts. The first part is a localization of
the analysis to the eigenvalues around the edge by introducing a short-range approximation to the original
rectangular DBM. The intuition behind this approximation is that the evolutions of the edge eigenvalues
tλiptq : 1 ď i ď au should mainly depend on the nearby eigenvalues, whereas the dependence on the
eigenvalues that are far away from the edge (say λiptq with i ě nε) should be very weak. This is justified
rigorously through a so-called finite speed estimate, which shows that the effect of the eigenvalues λiptq with
i ě nε on the edge statistics is exponentially small. Such a finite speed estimate was first developed in [17],
and later used in [67] to study the edge statistics of a symmetric DBM. It is advantageous in the following
aspects. On one hand, our Assumption 2.1 is local, hence the rectangular DBM evolution away from the
edge can be pretty irregular, but it does not affect the behavior at the edge by the finite speed estimate.
On the other hand, our initial eigenvalues tλip0qu and tλgi p0qu match with each other only locally, and the
finite speed estimate introduces a natural cut-off on the non-matching eigenvalues away from the edge. The
second part of the analysis is an energy estimate of the localized coupled equation developed in [15]. It shows
that for t " ?η˚, the ℓ8 norm of the solution to the localized coupled equation is much smaller than n´2{3,
which then implies (2.34).
We remark that our analysis of the rectangular DBM is more complicated than the symmetric DBM in
[67], because the SDEs in (C.1) has a more complicated eigenvalues repulsion part than the symmetric DBM.
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In particular, for the short range approximation argument, there is a pretty subtle cancellation hidden inside
the SDEs for the rectangular DBM, which is harder to identify than the symmetric DBM case; see the proofs
for Lemmas C.5 and C.10.
3 Statistical applications
In this section, we describe the statistical applications of our results to three hypothesis testing problems.
3.1 Testing the number of signals
The detection of unknown noisy signals is a fundamental task in many signal processing and wireless com-
munication applications [6, 58, 62, 79, 86]. Consider the following generic signal-plus-noise model
y “ s` x, (3.1)
where s and x are p-dimensional centered signal and noise vectors, respectively, and we assume that s
and x are independent. In practice, we can independently observe n samples generated from (3.1), say
y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,yn, which form the data matrix Y . In signal processing applications, s is usually generated from a
low-dimensional MIMO filter [58] such that s “ Γν, where Γ is a p ˆ r deterministic matrix and ν is an
r-dimensional centered signal vector. Here r is a fixed positive integer that does not depend on n. In signal
processing, the first step is to test whether there exists any signal, that is, whether r “ 0. This problem has
been considered under different assumptions on x in the high-dimensional setting. For instance, the white
noise case was considered in [12, 79], while the correlated case was addressed in [8, 80, 93]. However, when
r0 ą 0 is a pre-specified integer, the testing problem of whether r “ r0 is less studied in the literature, where
we aim to test the number of existing signals.
On the other hand, a closely related problem is the low-rank matrix denoising [7, 21, 25, 78, 91, 97].
Consider the model rS “ S ` Y, (3.2)
where S is a low-rank matrix with SVD S “ řri“1 diuivJi for some fixed integer r, and Y is the noise matrix.
Several statistics have been proposed in the literature to estimate the number of signals, i.e., the rank r of
S, under various assumptions on Y ; see e.g. [63, 80, 99]. Here we shall perform a statistical testing on r
under a more general setting of Y , which has not been studied in detail in the literature. In what follows,
we focus on the matrix denoising model (3.2) and study the hypothesis testing problem
H
p1q
0
: r “ r0 vs Hp1qa : r ą r0, (3.3)
where r0 is a pre-specified integer. In particular, when r0 “ 0, the problem aims to detect the existence of
signals. We consider the following two different scenarios for Y with the choices cn “ 0.5, 1, 2.
(1) Y is a doubly-heteroscedastic colored noise matrix. Specifically, Y “ A1{2XB1{2, where X “ pxijq is
a pˆ n white noise matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries N p0, n´1q, and A and B are diagonal matrices
with entries
ai “ 2´ 1t1ďiďp{2u, bj “ 4´ 1t1ďjďn{2u, 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n.
(2) Y is a sparse white noise matrix. Specifically, Y “ pyijq with yij “ hijzij , where zij are i.i.d. N p0, 1q
random variables independent of thiju, and hij are i.i.d. (rescaled) Bernoulli random variables with
Pphij “ pnpq´1{2q “ p and Pphij “ 0q “ 1´ p. Moreover, we choose p “ n´1{4.
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First by Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 2.15, we find that the extremal bulk eigenvalues in both scenarios
(1) and (2) obey the TW law asymptotically. Then we propose to use the following statistic, which slightly
modifies the proposed quantity in [84] with r0 “ 0:
T1 :“ λr0`1 ´ λr0`2
λr0`2 ´ λr0`3
. (3.4)
As in [84], our theoretical results show that the statistic T1 is asymptotically pivotal under the null hypothesis
of (3.3), and should match the corresponding statistic for a pˆ p Wishart matrix XXJ:
λ1pXXJq ´ λ2pXXJq
λ2pXXJq ´ λ3pXXJq .
This choice allows us to provide critical values without detailed knowledge of the variance structure of Y .
In Table 1, we report the simulated critical values corresponding to type I error rate α “ 0.1 for different
values of cn “ 0.5, 1, 2, based on 5, 000 simulations. All the simulations below will be based on these critical
values.
α/pp, nq p100, 200q p250, 500q p200, 200q p500, 500q p400, 200q p1000, 500q
0.1 4.77 4.68 4.71 4.53 4.51 4.51
Table 1: Critical values for different combinations of pp, nq under nominal level 0.1.
Next, we conduct Monte-Carlo simulations to illustrate the behavior of our statistic (3.4). First, we check
the accuracy of T1 under the nominal level 0.1 for different values of r0 in scenarios (1) and (2). We consider
the three null hypotheses with r0 “ 0, r0 “ 1 and r0 “ 3, for the following two choices of the signal matrix:
S1 “ 14e1peJ1n and S3 “ 18e1peJ1n ` 16e2peJ2n ` 14e3peJ3n, where eip and ein denote the unit vectors along
the i-th coordinate axis in Rp and Rn, respectively. In Figure 1, we report the simulated type I error rates
under the nominal level 0.1 using the critical values from Table 1 for scenario (1). We present our results
for two different sample sizes n “ 200 and n “ 500. We conclude that our proposed statistic combined with
the critical values in Table 1 can attain reasonable accuracy even for not so large n. In Figure 2, we provide
the results for scenario (2), which also show that our statistic is quite accurate.
Second, we examine the power of our statistic under the nominal level 0.1 when r0 “ 0 in (3.3). We set
the alternative as
Hp1qa : S “ de1eJ1 , d ě 0, (3.5)
where d “ 0 corresponds to the null case. In Figure 3, we provide the simulated power as d increases for Y
generated from scenario (1). We see that our proposed statistic can have a high power even for a not so large
n as long as d is above certain threshold. For Y generated from scenario (2), we obtain the same conclusion
with the simulation results in Figure 4.
Finally, we remark that the above statistic T1 and calibration procedure can be applied to the testing of
number of spikes in general random Gram matrices defined in Section 2.2. Specifically, we can test the total
number of spikes in spiked separable covariance matrix [24], whereas the testing of spiked sample covariance
matrix have been considered in [57, 84, 86].
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Figure 1: Scenario (1): simulated type I error rates under the nominal level 0.1 for (3.3) using T1. We report
the results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations. Here we used the critical values from Table 1.
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Figure 2: Scenario (2): simulated type I error rates under the nominal level 0.1 for (3.3) using T1. We report
the results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations. Here we used the critical values from Table 1.
3.2 Testing the one-sided sphericity of separable covariance matrix
Consider the separable model Y “ A1{2XB1{2, where A and B are two deterministic positive definite
symmetric matrices representing the covariances between spatial locations and temporal points, respectively.
We are interested in testing the separable structure of Y. More precisely, we want to determine whether the
temporal identity holds, which requires the study of the hypothesis testing problem
H
p2q
0
: B “ I vs Hp2qa : B ‰ I. (3.6)
In [96, Section 2.2.2], the authors studied this problem by providing a visualization tool that projects the
eigenvector empirical spectral distribution to multiple testing directions. However, their method cannot be
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Figure 3: Scenario (1): simulated power under the nominal level 0.1 for the alternative (3.5) when d changes.
We report our results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 4: Scenario (2): simulated power under the nominal level 0.1 for the alternative (3.5) when d changes.
We report our results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations.
applied to conduct a formal statistical hypothesis testing due to the multiple testing problem. In [8, Section
2.1], the authors used the statistic (3.4) with r0 “ 0 to conduct the testing. However, with both simulations
and theoretical justifications, we will show that their statistic is asymptotically powerless if the alternative
of B does not contain any spikes.
When the null hypothesis of (3.6) holds, the separable model is reduced to the conventional sample
covariance matrix Q “ A1{2XXJA1{2. In the literature, several efficient algorithms have been proposed to
estimate A, such as [30, 61, 68, 77]. Here we shall use the method proposed in [68], and employ the QuEST
proposed in [69] and the R package nlshrink to estimate A. We then propose the following procedure to
conduct a two-sample test for the hypothesis testing problem (3.6). Here we remark that it is hard to use
λ1 ´ λ` directly in the test because we cannot estimate the right edge λ` up to a small enough error (more
precisely, the error has to be much smaller than n´2{3).
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Step 1: Generate l, say l “ 5, 000, independent copies of p ˆ n Wishart matrices WjWJj , 1 ď j ď l. Fix
a value K ” Kpnq P N. For each Gaussian matrix Wj , we partition it into a sequence of K2 independent
submatrices ĂW ij , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,K2, where each ĂW ij is a pp{Kq ˆ pn{Kq matrix. Then every ĂW ij pĂW ij qJ is still
a Wishart matrix, and we denote its eigenvalues by tλijk u. Next we calculate the statistic
T
g
ij :“
1
K
´ n
K
¯2{3
γMp
´
λ
ij
1
´ λij
2
¯
, γMp :“ p1`?cnqp1 ` c´1{2n q1{3. (3.7)
Note that (3.7) is asymptotically pivotal. For each i, 1 ď i ď K2, we define
T
g
i :“
1
l
lÿ
j“1
T
g
ij .
Then we construct the sample Tg P RK2 with Tgi “ Tgi , and call it sample one.
Step 2: Use the QuEST function from the R package nlshrink to estimate A and denote the estimator bypA. For the value of K as in Step 1, we partition the matrix pA´1{2Y into a sequence of K2 submatrices rYi,
i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,K2, where each rYi is a pp{Kq ˆ pn{Kq matrix. For every rYi rY Ji , we denote its eigenvalues by
tµiku. Then we calculate the statistic
Ti :“ 1
K
´ n
K
¯2{3
γMp
`
µi
1
´ µi
2
˘
.
We construct the sample T P RK2 with Ti “ Ti, and call it sample two.
Step 3: Conduct a two sample test for Tg and T. For instance, we use the t.test function in R.
Note that if the null hypothesis of (3.6) holds, then the eigenvalue gap pλ1 ´ λ2q of pA´1{2Y Y J pA´1{2
should have a distribution that is close to the one in the Wishart case. Hence, the above two sample test
will not be able to reject the null hypothesis at a given nominal level.
Now we report the accuracy for both the test proposed above and the Onatski statistic used in [8]. We
shall refer to our method as BM and the method of [8] as OM. We will use Monte-Carlo simulations to
illustrate the accuracy. For the simulations, we take A to be a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues
ai “ 2´ 11ďiďp{2, 1 ď i ď p.
We pick the entries of X to be i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, and choose K “ 5. In Figure 5, we report
the results of the simulated type-I error rates under the nominal level 0.1. We find that under the null
hypothesis B “ I, both of the methods are quite accurate for different values of cn.
To compare the power of our proposed method with the one in [8], we consider the following two alter-
natives.
(i) For δ ě 0, we set B “ diagpb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bnq, where
bi “ 1` δ1tn{2`1ďiďnu, 1 ď i ď n. (3.8)
Note that δ “ 0 corresponds to the null case Hp2q
0
. When δ ą 0, the variances will have two different
clusters and no spikes will be generated.
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Figure 5: Simulated type I error rates under the nominal level 0.1. Here BM stands for our proposed
methodology and statistics with the choice K “ 5, whereas OM stands for the statistics used in [8]. We
report the results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations.
(ii) For δ ě 0, we let
B “ δe1eJ1 ` I. (3.9)
Again δ “ 0 is the null case, and in the δ ą 0 case we have a single spike, which will potentially
generate an outlier in the eigenvalue spectrum of Y Y J.
We pick the entries of X to be i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, and choose K “ 5 for our proposed
methodology. In Figure 6, we report the simulated power under scenario (i). We find that the method in
[8] is asymptotically powerless, which can be understood with the result of this paper as follows: under the
alternative of scenario (i), by (2.25) the edge eigenvalues of Y Y J still obey the TW fluctuation, such that
the statistic used in [8] will have a similar behavior as the one under the null hypothesis of (3.6). However,
our proposed statistic and procedure is able to detach such an alternative. In Figure 7, we report the results
under the alternative of Scenario (ii). In this case, we find that both of the methods can attain high power
once the spike δ is above some value, such that an outlier will be generated.
3.3 Testing of the bipartite stochastic block model
Clustering and community detection are recurrent problems in data science and machine learning. In practice,
we observe data sets with interactions represented by a network or graph model [47, 55, 76]. The most known
and well studied framework for clustering is the stochastic block model (SBM), which is a random graph
model with planted clusters. For a detailed review of SBM, we refer the readers to [1].
A non-symmetric generalization of the SBM is the bipartite SBM introduced in Section 2.3 (c.f. Definition
2.11), which has been used to study the user recommendation system [81]. In the bipartite SBM, people
are interested in establishing useful spectral algorithms and theoretical guarantees for exact recovery of the
clusters (i.e., all the cluster labels are recovered correctly with probability 1 ´ op1q as n Ñ 8) [45, 46, 81].
As mentioned in Section 2.3, in the null case with δ “ 1 none of the algorithms will be able to partition the
vertices correctly. Now we are interested in testing
H
p3q
0
: δ “ 1 vs Hp3qa : δ ą 1. (3.10)
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Figure 6: Scenario (i): simulated power under the nominal level 0.1 for the alternative (3.8) for different
values of δ. We report our results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations and the choice K “ 5.
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Figure 7: Scenario (ii): simulated power under the nominal level 0.1 for the alternative (3.9) for different
values of δ. We report our results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations and the choice K “ 5.
By Theorem 2.12, we have that under the null hypothesis H
p3q
0
, the second eigenvalue of ZZJ obeys the
TW fluctuation, whereas under the alternative hypothesis H
p3q
a the second eigenvalue is an outlier and the
TW fluctuation takes effect starting from the third eigenvalue. Inspired by this observation, we construct
the following statistic
T3 :“ λ2 ´ λ3
λ3 ´ λ4 ,
which is asymptotically pivotal if the null hypothesis of (3.10) holds. In the simulations, under nominal level
0.1, we will reject the null hypothesis H
p3q
0
of (3.10) if T3 is larger than the critical values given in Table 1.
Now we conduct Monte-Carlo simulations to check the accuracy and power of the above statistic. We
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will choose the sparsity p as
p “ n´φ, (3.11)
where φ ą 0 will be specified in the simulations. Moreover, we make the following assignment of labels
σ1piq “
#
`, 1 ď i ď p{2
´, p{2` 1 ď i ď p , σ2pjq “
#
`, 1 ď j ď n{2
´, n{2` 1 ď j ď n , (3.12)
and the connecting probabilities are given by (2.29). In Figure 8, we report the simulated type-I error rates
for different values of p. We observe that our statistic T3 is reasonably accurate under the null hypothesis
even for not so large n. Then in Figure 9 we check the power of our statistic. We find that the statistic T3
can detect the deviation of δ from 1 even for small values of pδ ´ 1q and not so large n.
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Figure 8: Simulated type I error rates under the nominal level 0.1 for (3.10) using T3. We report the results
based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations. Here we used the critical values from Table 1.
A Proof of Theorem 2.7, Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.15
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.7, Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.15 for the three random matrix models—
random Gram matrices with heterogeneous variances, bipartite SBM, and sparse random Gram matrices—
based on the three step strategy (or some simple variants of it) described in the introduction.
We will use the following notion of stochastic domination, which was first introduced in [31] and sub-
sequently used in many works on random matrix theory, such as [13, 14, 18, 33, 34, 59]. It simplifies the
presentation of the results and their proofs by systematizing statements of the form “ξ is bounded by ζ with
high probability up to a small power of n”.
Definition A.1 (Stochastic domination). (i) Let
ξ “
´
ξpnqpuq : n P N, u P U pnq
¯
, ζ “
´
ζpnqpuq : n P N, u P U pnq
¯
,
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Figure 9: Simulated power under the nominal level 0.1 for the alternative in (3.10) with p “ n´1{4 and
different values of δ. We report the results based on 2,000 Monte-Carlo simulations.
be two families of nonnegative random variables, where U pnq is a possibly n-dependent parameter set. We
say ξ is stochastically dominated by ζ, uniformly in u, if for any fixed (small) ε ą 0 and (large) D ą 0,
sup
uPUpnq
P
´
ξpnqpuq ą nεζpnqpuq
¯
ď n´D
for large enough n ě n0pε,Dq, and we shall use the notation ξ ă ζ. Throughout this paper, the stochastic
domination will always be uniform in all parameters that are not explicitly fixed, such as matrix indices
and spectral parameter z. If for some complex family ξ we have |ξ| ă ζ, then we will also write ξ ă ζ or
ξ “ Oăpζq.
(ii) We extend the definition of Oăp¨q to matrices in the operator norm sense as follows. Let A be a family of
random matrices and ζ be a family of nonnegative random variables. Then A “ Oăpζq means that }A} ă ζ.
(iii) We say an event Ξ holds with high probability if for any constant D ą 0, PpΞq ě 1 ´ n´D for large
enough n.
The following lemma collects basic properties of stochastic domination, which will be used tacitly in the
following proof.
Lemma A.2 (Lemma 3.2 of [13]). Let ξ and ζ be two families of nonnegative random variables.
(i) Suppose that ξpu, vq ă ζpu, vq uniformly in u P U and v P V . If |V | ď nC for some constant C, thenř
vPV ξpu, vq ă
ř
vPV ζpu, vq uniformly in u.
(ii) If ξ1puq ă ζ1puq and ξ2puq ă ζ2puq uniformly in u P U , then ξ1puqξ2puq ă ζ1puqζ2puq uniformly in u.
(iii) Suppose that Ψpuq ě n´C is deterministic and ξpuq satisfies Eξpuq2 ď nC for all u. Then if ξpuq ă Ψpuq
uniformly in u, we have Eξpuq ă Ψpuq uniformly in u.
We introduce the following bounded support condition, which has been used in a sequence of papers to
improve the moment assumption, see e.g. [22, 24, 73, 98].
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Definition A.3 (Bounded support condition). We say a random matrix Y satisfies the bounded support
condition with φn if
max
i,j
|yij | ă φn, (A.1)
where φn is a deterministic parameter such that n
´1{2 ď φn ď n´cφ for some small constant cφ ą 0.
Whenever (A.1) holds, we say that Y has support φn.
Then we introduce the following pp` nq ˆ pp` nq self-adjoint block matrix
H ” HpY q :“
ˆ
0 Y
Y J 0
˙
, (A.2)
and its resolvent
Gpzq ” GpY, zq :“ pz1{2H ´ zq´1, z P C`. (A.3)
Moreover, for Q1 :“ Y Y J and Q2 :“ Y JY , we define their resolvents as
G1pzq :“ pQ1 ´ zq´1 , G2pzq :“ pQ2 ´ zq´1 . (A.4)
Using Schur complement formula, it is easy to check that
G “
ˆ
G1 z´1{2G1Y
z´1{2Y JG1 G2
˙
“
ˆ
G1 z´1{2Y G2
z´1{2G2Y J G2
˙
. (A.5)
Thus a control of G yields directly a control of the resolvents G1 and G2. We denote the empirical spectral
density ρ1 of Q1 and its Stieltjes transform as
ρ1 :“ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
δλipQ1q, g1pzq :“
ż
1
x´ z ρ1pdxq “
1
p
TrG1pzq. (A.6)
In [5], it has been shown that the diagonal entries pG1qii and pG2qjj can be approximated by M1,i and
M2,j, respectively, where M1 : C` Ñ Cp and M2 : C` Ñ Cn are the unique solution of
1
M1
“ ´z ´ zSM2, 1
M2
“ ´z ´ zSJM1, (A.7)
such that Im M1,ipzq ą 0, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, and Im M2,jpzq ą 0, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, for all z P C`. Here both
1{M1 and 1{M2 denote the entrywise reciprocals. Notice that if we plug the second equation of (A.7) into
the first equation, then M1 satisfies equation (2.14), which shows that M1pzq “ mpzq. We now define the
asymptotic matrix limit of G as
Πpzq :“ diag pM1,1pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨M1,ppzq,M2,1pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨M2,npzqq . (A.8)
Then we define the following spectral domains: for constants c0, ϑ ą 0,
Dpc0, ϑq :“
 
z “ E ` iη : λ` ´ c0 ď E ď λ` ` c´10 , n´1`ϑ ď η ď c´10
(
;
Doutpc0, ϑq :“ Dpc0, ϑq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λ`, nη
?
κ` η ě Nϑu.
Finally, we define the distance to the rightmost edge as
κ ” κE :“ |E ´ λ`| for z “ E ` iη. (A.9)
The following local law has been proved in [4].
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Lemma A.4 (Theorem 2.6 of [4]). Assume that Y is a pˆ n random matrix with real independent entries
satisfying (2.10) and that for any fixed k P N,
E|yij |k ď Cksk{2ij , (A.10)
for some constant Ck ą 0. Moreover, suppose that the variance matrix S “ psijq satisfies Assumption 2.5.
Then there exists a constant c0 ą 0 such that following estimates hold for any (small) constant ϑ ą 0.
(1) Averaged local law: For any z P Dpc0, ϑq, we have
|g1pzq ´mpzq| ă pnηq´1, (A.11)
where recall that mpzq was defined in (2.15). Moreover, for any z P Doutpc0, ϑq we have the stronger
estimate
|g1pzq ´mpzq| ă 1
npκ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κ` η . (A.12)
(2) Entrywise local law: For any z P Dpc0, ϑq, we have
max
1ďi,jďp`n
|Gijpzq ´Πijpzq| ă
d
Immpzq
nη
` 1
nη
. (A.13)
All the above estimates are uniform in the spectral parameter z.
Remark A.5. Strictly speaking, the estimate (A.12) was not proved in [4]. However, its proof is standard by
combing the results in [4] with a separate argument for z P Doutpc0, ϑq; see e.g. the proof of (2.20) in [34].
As a consequence of (A.11) and (A.12), we obtain the following rigidity estimates for the eigenvalues
λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp of Q1 near the right edge λ`. We define the classical location γj of the j-th eigenvalue
as
γj :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρpxqdx ą j ´ 1
p
*
, (A.14)
where recall that ρ was defined in (2.15). In other words, γj ’s are the quantiles of the asymptotic spectral
density ρ of Q1. Note that under the above definition, we have γ1 “ λ`.
Lemma A.6. If (A.11) and (A.12) hold, then for any j such that λ` ´ c0{2 ă γj ď λ`, we have that
|λj ´ γj | ă j´1{3n´2{3. (A.15)
Proof. The estimate (A.15) follows from (A.11) and (A.12) combined with a standard argument using Helffer-
Sjo¨strand calculus. The details are already given in [35, 42, 88].
Combining (A.10) with Markov’s inequality, we get that the matrix Y in Lemma A.4 has support n´1{2.
Now combining the analysis of the self-consistent equation (2.14) given in [4] with the arguments for local
law in [22], we can relax the moment condition (A.10) to a weaker bounded support condition.
Lemma A.7. Suppose all the assumptions of Lemma A.4 hold except for (A.10). Moreover, assume that Y
satisfies the bounded support condition (A.1) with φn ď n´cφ for some constant cφ ą 0. Then there exists a
constant c0 ą 0 such that following estimates hold for any (small) constant ϑ ą 0.
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(1) Averaged local law: For any z P Dpc0, ϑq, we have
|g1pzq ´mpzq| ă min
"
φn,
φ2n?
κ` η
*
` 1
nη
. (A.16)
Moreover, for z P Doutpc0, ϑq we have the stronger estimate
|g1pzq ´mpzq| ă min
"
φn,
φ2n?
κ` η
*
` 1
npκ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κ` η . (A.17)
(2) Entrywise local law: For any z P Dpc0, ϑq, we have
max
1ďi,jďp`n
|Gijpzq ´Πijpzq| ă φn `
d
Immpzq
nη
` 1
nη
. (A.18)
All the above estimates are uniform in the spectral parameter z.
Proof. With the stability analysis of equation (2.14) in [4, Section 3], we can repeat the proofs for Lemma
3.11 of [22] and Theorem 3.6 of [98] to conclude (A.16)-(A.18). We omit the details.
Now we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. With the local laws in Lemma A.7, we can repeat the proof for [22, Theorem 2.7]
almost verbatim to conclude (2.19) and the following universality estimate:
lim
nÑ8
”
Ppp2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q ď xq ´ PGpp2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q ď xq
ı
“ 0 for all x P R, (A.19)
where PG denotes the law for Y “ pyijq with independent Gaussian entries satisfying (2.10). To conclude
the proof, it remains to show that ̟2{3p2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q converges weakly to type-1 Tracy-Widom distribution
for a Gaussian Y .
Let t0 “ n´1{3`ε0 for some small constant ε0 ă ε˚, where recall that ε˚ is the constant in (2.11). Then
we pick the initial data matrix W to be a pˆn random matrix with independent Gaussian entries satisfying
Ewij “ 0, Ew2ij “ sij ´
t0
n
.
Let X be an independent pˆn matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries of mean zero and variance n´1. Then we
have that
Y
d“W `?t0X.
We regard W `?tX as a rectangular matrix DBM starting at 0, and at time t0 it has the same distribution
as Y . We now fix the notations for the proof.
First, for Q :“ pW ` ?t0XqpW `
?
t0XqJ we denote its eigenvalues by λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp. We follow
the notations in Section 2.2 and define its asymptotic spectral density ρ and the corresponding Stieltjes
transform mpzq as in (2.15). Then let λ` be the right edge of ρ, and γj be the quantiles of ρ defined as
in (A.14). For W , we denote its variance matrix as Sw “ psij ´ t0{n : 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď nq, and let
Mwpzq “ pMw,1pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mw,ppzqq : C` Ñ Cp be the unique solution to the vector Dyson equation
1
Mw
“ ´z1` Sw 1
1` SJwMw
, (A.20)
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such that Im Mw,kpzq ą 0, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, for any z P C`. Then we define Mwpzq :“ p´1
ř
kMw,kpzq, which
is the Stieltjes transform of the asymptotic spectral density, say ρw, of WW
J. We denote the right edge of
ρw by λ`,w, and define the quantiles of ρw as:
γj,w :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρwpxqdx ą j ´ 1
p
*
, 1 ď j ď p. (A.21)
Finally, following the notations in Section 2.1, we denote
mV pzq “ mw,0pzq :“ p´1TrpWWJ ´ zq´1,
and the eigenvalues of WWJ by d1 ě d2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě dp. Then we define mw,t as in (2.4), and let λ`,t be the
rightmost edge of the rectangular free convolution ρw,t.
We take η˚ “ n´2{3`ε1 for some small enough constant 0 ă ε1 ă ε0. We first verify that mV is η˚-
regular as in Definition 2.1. Notice that W is also a random Gram matrix satisfying the assumptions of
Lemma A.4. Denoting κ :“ |E ´ λ`,w|, by (A.11) and (A.12) we have that for λ`,w ´ c0 ď E ď λ`,w and
n´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10,
|mw,0pzq ´Mwpzq| ă pnηq´1, (A.22)
and for λ`,w ď E ď λ`,w ` c0 and n´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10,
|mw,0pzq ´Mwpzq| ă 1
npκ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κ` η . (A.23)
Moreover, as a consequence of the square root behavior of ρ`,w around λ`,w as given by (2.16), it is easy to
show that
|Mwpzq| „ 1, ImMwpzq „
#
η{?κ` η, if E ě λ`,w?
κ` η, if E ď λ`,w
, (A.24)
for any z “ E ` iη satisfying λ`,w ´ c0 ď E ď λ`,w ` c´10 and 0 ď η ď c´10 for some small constant c0 ą 0.
Finally, using (A.15) we get that
|dj ´ γj,w| ă j´1{3n´2{3 (A.25)
for any j such that λ`,w ´ c0{2 ă γj,w ď λ`,w. Combining the above estimates (A.22)-(A.25), we obtain
that for some constants 0 ă cV ă c0{2 and CV ą 0, the following estimates hold on a high probability event
Ξ:
1
CV
a
|d1 ´ E| ` η ď Immw,0pE ` iηq ď CV
a
|d1 ´ E| ` η
for d1 ´ cV ď E ď d1 and η˚ ď η ď 10, and
1
CV
η
|d1 ´ E| ` η ď Immw,0pE ` iηq ď CV
η
|d1 ´ E| ` η
for d1 ď E ď d1 ` cV and η˚ ď η ď 10. Thus on event Ξ, mV is η˚-regular. Then applying Theorem 2.3 to
Q “ pW `?t0XqpW `
?
t0XqJ, we conclude that there exists a parameter γn „ 1 such that
γnp
2{3pλ1 ´ λ`,t0q Ñ F1 in distribution. (A.26)
Now to conclude the proof, it remains to show that
p2{3|λ`,t0 ´ λ`| Ñ 0 in probability. (A.27)
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We recall that λ` is the right edge of the asymptotic density ρ, which by definition is also the rectangular
free convolution of ρw with MP law at time t0. On the other hand, for a given W , λ`,t0 is the right edge of
ρw,t, which is the rectangular free convolution of ρw,0 :“ p´1
řp
i“1 δdi with MP law at time t0. Hence λ`,t0
and λ` are different in general, but we can control their difference using the local laws (A.22)-(A.23) and
the rigidity (A.25).
Recalling the notation in (2.5), we denote
ζ`,t0 :“ r1` cnt0mw,t0pλ`,t0qs2λ`,t0 ´ p1 ´ cnqt0r1` cnt0mw,t0pλ`,t0qs,
and
ζ` :“ r1` cnt0mpλ`qs2λ` ´ p1´ cnqt0r1` cnt0mpλ`qs.
With (B.11) below and (A.25), we can obtain that
|ζ` ´ λ`,w| „ |ζ`,t0 ´ λ`,w| „ t20. (A.28)
Then repeating the proof of Lemma B.7 (which was given in Lemma A.2 of [23]), we can obtain that
|λ`,t0 ´ λ`| À |ζ`,t0 ´ ζ`| ` t0|Mwpζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`q|
` t0 |mw,0pζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`,t0q| ,
(A.29)
and
|ζ`,t0 ´ ζ`| À t30
ˇˇ
m1w,0pζ`,t0q ´M 1wpζ`,t0q
ˇˇ
. (A.30)
Using the definition of γj,w, we can get that
ˇˇ
m1w,0pζ`,t0q ´M 1wpζ`,t0q
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇˇ1pÿ
j
1
pdj ´ ζ`,t0q2
´
ż λ`,w
0
ρwpxq
px´ ζ`,t0q2
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ÿ
jě2:γj,wąλ`,w´c0{2
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
ˇˇˇˇ
ρwpxq
pdj ´ ζ`,t0q2
´ ρwpxqpx´ ζ`,t0q2
ˇˇˇˇ
dx`Op1q
ă
ÿ
jě2:γj,wąλ`,w´c0{2
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
j´1{3n´2{3p|λ`,w ´ x| ` t20qρwpxq
|x´ ζ`,t0 |4
dx`Op1q
À n´1
ż λ`,w
λ`,w´c0{2
pλ`,w ´ xq ` t20
|pλ`,w ´ xq ` t20|4
dx`Op1q À 1
nt4
0
, (A.31)
where in the third step we used that for γj,w ď x ď γj´1,w,
|px´ ζ`,t0q2 ´ pdj ´ ζ`,t0q2| ă j´1{3n´2{3p|λ`,w ´ x| ` t20q
by (A.25), (A.28) and λ`,w ´ γj,w Á j2{3n´2{3; in the fourth step we used that ρwpxq „
a
λ`,w ´ x and
j´1{3 „ n´1{3pλ`,w ´ xq´1{2. Plugging (A.31) into (A.30), we obtain that
|ζ`,t0 ´ ζ`| ă n´1t´10 . (A.32)
Moreover, as a consequence of the square root behavior of ρw around λ`, it is easy to check that
t0|Mwpζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`q| À t0
|ζ`,t0 ´ ζ`|
mint|ζ` ´ λ`,w|1{2, |ζ`,t0 ´ λ`,w|1{2u
ă n´1t´1
0
, (A.33)
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where we used (A.28) in the last step. Finally we bound |mw,0pζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`,t0q|. Denote z0 :“ ζ`,t0 ` iη0
with η0 :“ n´2{3`ϑ for some small constant ϑ ą 0. We now decompose mw,0pζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`,t0q as
mw,0pζ`,t0q ´Mwpζ`,t0q “ mw,0pz0q ´Mwpz0q `K1 `K2,
where
K1 :“
ÿ
jě2:γj,wąλ`,w´c0{2
˜
1
p
1
dj ´ ζ`,t0
´
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
ρwpxq
x´ ζ`,t0
¸
´
ÿ
jě2:γj,wąλ`,w´c0{2
˜
1
p
1
dj ´ z0 ´
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
ρwpxq
x´ z0
¸
,
K2 :“
ÿ
j:γj,wďλ`,w´c0{2
˜
1
p
1
dj ´ ζ`,t0
´
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
ρwpxq
x´ ζ`,t0
¸
´
ÿ
j:γj,wďλ`,w´c0{2
˜
1
p
1
dj ´ z0 ´
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
ρwpxq
x´ z0
¸
.
By (A.23), we have
|mw,0pz0q ´Mwpz0q| ă 1
nt2
0
` 1pnη0q2t0 .
Using (A.25), it is easy to bound K2 À η0 with high probability. Finally, using a similar argument as for
(A.31), we can bound
K1 ă
ÿ
jě2:γj,wąλ`,w´c0{2
ż γj´1,w
γj,w
j´1{3n´2{3p|λ`,w ´ x| ` t20qρwpxq
|x´ λ`,t0 |2
dx
À n´1
ż λ`,w
λ`,w´c0{2
dx
pλ`,w ´ xq ` t20
À n´1 logn.
Combining the above estimates, we get
|mw,0pλ`,t0q ´Mwpλ`,t0q| ă η0 `
1
nt2
0
` 1pnη0q2t0 . (A.34)
Now with (A.29), (A.32), (A.33) and (A.34), we can bound that
|λ`,t0 ´ λ`| ă t0η0 `
1
nt0
` 1pnη0q2 .
Plugging into t0 “ n´1{3`ε0 and η0 “ n´2{3`ϑ, we conclude (A.27) as long as ε0 and ϑ are chosen such that
ε0 ` ϑ ă 1{3.
Combining (A.26) and (A.27), we obtain that γnp
2{3pλ1 ´ λ`q converges to the Tracy-Widom law.
Furthermore, matching the gap between the quantiles γ1 and γ2 (recall (A.14)) for the density in (2.16) and
the one for the semicircle law ρscp2 ´ xq “ π´1
?
x` Opxq around the right edge at λ` “ 2, we see that γn
must be ̟2{3. This concludes the proof.
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Next we prove Theorem 2.15, which then implies Theorem 2.12 as a special case. We remark that Theorem
2.15 is not simply a special case of Theorem 2.7. In fact, in the setting of Theorem 2.7 the distribution ofpyij “ yij{?sij is independent of n, while for sparse random Gram matrices, the distribution of pyij may
change with respect to n under (2.33).
Proof of Theorem 2.15. Combining (2.33) with Markov’s inequality, we see that Y satisfies the bounded
support condition (A.1) with φn “ q´1 ď n´1{3´cφ . Then Lemma A.7 holds, and in [22, Lemma 3.11] we
have shown that (A.16)-(A.17) imply the following weaker rigidity estimate than (A.15):
|λj ´ γj | ă j´1{3n´2{3 ` φ2n. (A.35)
Then with (A.16), (A.17) and (A.35) as the main inputs, using the same arguments as for [32, Theorem 2.7]
we can show that the edge statistics of Qsp match those of the Gaussian case in the sense of (A.19) as long
as φn ď n´1{3´cφ . Then the rest of the proof proceeds as in the above proof of Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. By Theorem 2.15, we immediately obtain that for matrix Y defined in (2.30), the
edge eigenvalues of Y Y J satisfy the desired Tracy-Widom law. On the other hand, with the same arguments
as for [32, Theorem 6.2], we can show that largest bulk eigenvalue (not the outliers) of pnpq´1ZZJ are sticked
to the largest eigenvalue of Y Y J up to an error of order n´1`ε. This concludes Theorem 2.12. Alternatively,
one can also use the version of Theorem 2.3 with outliers; see Remark 2.4.
B Rectangular free convolution and local laws
In this section, we collect some basic estimates on the rectangular free convolution ρw,t and its Stieltjes
transform mw,t for an η˚-regular W as in Definition 2.1. Furthermore, we will state an (almost) sharp local
law on the resolvent of the rectangular matrix DBM Qt “ pW `
?
tXqpW `?tXqJ, and a rigidity estimate
on the rectangular DBM tλiptq : 1 ď i ď pu. As described in Section 2.4, these estimates will serve as
important inputs for the detailed analysis of the rectangular DBM in Section C below. Most of the results
in this section were proved in [23] under more general assumptions on X , and we shall provide the exact
reference for each of them.
B.1 Properties of rectangular free convolution
For simplicity, we denote btpzq :“ 1 ` cntmw,tpzq. It is easy to see from (2.4) that bt satisfies the following
equation
bt “ 1` cnt
p
pÿ
i“1
1
b´1t di ´ btz ` tp1´ cnq
. (B.1)
Recalling ζt defined in (2.5), the equation (B.1) can be also rewritten as
1
cnt
ˆ
1´ 1
bt
˙
“ mw,0pζtq. (B.2)
Recall that ρw,t is the asymptotic probability density associated with mw,t, and let µw,t be the corresponding
probability measure. Moreover, we denote the support of ρw,t as Sw,t, with a right-most edge at λ`,t. We first
summarize some basic properties of these quantities, which have been proved in previous works [26, 27, 92].
Lemma B.1 (Existence and uniqueness of asymptotic density). The following properties hold for any t ą 0.
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(i) There exists a unique solution mw,t to equation (2.4) satisfying that Immw,tpzq ą 0 and Im zmw,tpzq ą
0 if Im z ą 0.
(ii) For all x P Rzt0u, limηÓ0mw,tpx` iηq exists, and we denote it as mw,tpxq. The function mw,tpxq is con-
tinuous on Rzt0u. The measure µw,t has a continuous density ρw,t given by ρw,tpxq “ π´1 Immw,tpxq
on Rzt0u. Moreover, mw,tpxq is a solution to (2.4) for z “ x.
(iii) For all x P Rzt0u, limηÓ0 ζtpx ` iηq exists, and we denote it as ζtpxq. Moreover, we have Im ζtpzq ą 0
if Im z ą 0.
(iv) We have Re btpzq ą 0 for all z P C` and |mw,tpzq| ď pcnt|z|q´1{2.
(v) The interior IntpSw,tq of Sw,t is given by
IntpSw,tq “ tx ą 0 : Immw,tpxq ą 0u “ tx ą 0 : Im ζtpxq ą 0u,
which is a subset of R` :“ tx P R : x ą 0u. Moreover, ζtpxq R td1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dpu when x R BSw,t.
Proof. (i) follows from [27, Theorem 4.1], (ii) and (iii) follow from [26, Lemma 2.1] and [92, Proposition 1],
(iv) follows from [26, Lemma 2.1], and (v) follows from [92, Propositions 1 and 2].
The following lemma characterizes the right-most edge of Sw,t. Using ζt defined in (2.5) and the definition
of bt, one can rewrite the equation (B.2) as
Φtpζtpzqq “ z, (B.3)
where Φt was defined in (2.6) and is an analytic function on C`. We recall that by definition
mw,0pζq “ p´1TrrpWWJ ´ ζq´1s “ 1
p
ż
1
x´ ζ dµw,0pxq. (B.4)
In [92], the authors characterize the support of µω,t and its edges using the local extrema of Φt on R.
Lemma B.2. Fix any t ą 0. The function Φtpxq on Rzt0u admits 2q positive local extrema counting
multiplicities, where q ě 1 is some integer. The preminages of these extrema are denoted by ζ1,´ptq ă 0 ă
ζ1,`ptq ď ζ2,´ptq ď ζ2,`ptq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ζq,´ptq ď ζq,`ptq, and they belong to the set tζ P R : 1´ cntmw,0pζq ą 0u.
Moreover, the rightmost edge of supppµw,tq is given by λ`ptq “ Φtpζq,`ptqq, and Φt is strictly increasing on the
intervals p´8, ζ1,´ptqs, rζ1,`ptq, ζ2,´ptqs, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rζq´1,`ptq, ζq,´ptqs, rζq,`ptq,8q. Finally, for k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , q,
each interval pζk,´ptq, ζk,`ptqq contains at least one of the elements in td1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dp, 0u, and in particular,
ζq,´ptq ă d1 ă ζq,`ptq.
Proof. See [92, Proposition 3] and the discussion below [92, Theorem 2], or see [74, Lemma 1].
Now we rewrite (B.2) into another equation in terms of ζ and z. We focus on z P C` with Re z ą 0.
Then we can solve from (2.5) that
bt “ tp1 ´ cnq `
a
t2p1´ cnq2 ` 4ζz
2z
, (B.5)
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where we have chosen the branch of the solution such that Lemma B.1 (iv) holds. Plugging (B.5) into (B.2),
we find that pz, btq is a solution to (B.2) if and only if pz, ζtq is a solution to
Ftpz, ζq “ 0, Ftpz, ζq :“ 1` tp1´ cnq ´
a
t2p1´ cnq2 ` 4ζz
2ζ
´ cntmw,0pζq. (B.6)
Since Φtpζtq “ x and Ftpx, ζtq “ 0 are derived from the same equation, from Lemma B.2 we can obtain the
following characterization of the edges of Sw,t.
Lemma B.3. Denote ak,˘ptq :“ Φtpζk,˘ptqq, 1 ď k ď q. Then pak,˘ptq, ζk,˘ptqq are real solutions to
Ftpz, ζq “ 0, and BFtBζ pz, ζq “ 0. (B.7)
Proof. By chain rule, if we regard z as a function of ζ, then we have
0 “ dFt
dζ
“ BFtBζ `
BFt
Bx z
1pζq. (B.8)
By Lemma B.2, we have Φ1tpζk,˘q “ 0 since ζk,˘ are local extrema of Φt. Then from equation (B.3), we can
derive that
z1pζk,˘q “ Φ1tpζk,˘q “ 0,
with zpζk,˘q “ ak,˘. Plugging it into (B.8), we get
BFt
Bζ pak,˘, ζk,˘q “ 0,
which concludes the proof.
Now we use Lemma B.3 to derive an expression for the derivative Btλ`,t, which will be used in the
analysis of rectangular DBM in Section C. Taking derivative of (B.6) with respect to t and using (B.7), we
get that for z “ λ`,t and ζ`,t :“ ζtpλ`,tq,
BF pt, λ`,t, ζ`,tq
Bt `
BF pt, λ`,t, ζ`,tq
Bz
dλ`,t
dt
“ 0,
where we denoted F pt, z, ζq ” Ftpz, ζq. Thus we can solve that
dλ`,t
dt
“
„
1´ cn
2ζ`,t
´ cnmw,0pζ`,tq
b
t2p1 ´ cnq2 ` 4ζ`,tλ`,t ´ p1´ cnq
2t
2ζ`,t
“
„
1´ cn
2ζ`,t
´ cnmw,tpλ`,tq
bpλ`,tq
b
t2p1 ´ cnq2 ` 4ζ`,tλ`,t ´ p1´ cnq
2t
2ζ`,t
, (B.9)
where we used (B.2) in the second step.
Next we describe some more precise properties of ρw,t and mw,t for an η˚-regular V as in Definition 2.1.
For the following results, we always assume that
t :“ n´1{3`ω, with 1{3´ φ˚{2` ε{2 ď ω ď 1{3´ ε{2, (B.10)
for some constant ε ą 0. Note that under this condition, we have nεη˚ ď t2 ď n´ε.
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Lemma B.4 (Lemma 3.7 of [23]). Suppose V “ WWJ is η˚-regular and t satisfies (B.10). Then we have
ζ`,t ě λ` and
ζ`,t ´ λ` „ t2. (B.11)
The following lemma describes the square root behavior of the asymptotic density ρw,t.
Lemma B.5 (Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19 of [23]). Suppose V “WWJ is η˚-regular and t satisfies (B.10). Then
for κ :“ |E ´ λ`| ď 3cV {4, the asymptotic density satisfies
ρw,tpEq „
b
pλ`,t ´ Eq`. (B.12)
Moreover, if ´τt2 ď E ´ λ`,t ď 0 for some sufficiently small constant τ ą 0, we have
ρw,tpEq “ 1
π
d
2pλ`,t ´ Eq
r4λ`,tζ`,t ` p1 ´ cnq2t2sc2nt2Φ2t pζ`,tq
„
1`O
ˆ |E ´ λ`,t|
t2
˙
, (B.13)
where t2Φ
2
t pξ`ptqq| „ 1. Finally, as a consequence of (B.12), the following estimates hold:
|mw,t| À 1, Immw,tpzq „
$&%
?
κ` η, E ď λ`,t
η?
κ` η , E ě λ`,t
, (B.14)
for any z “ E ` iη satisfying λ`,t ´ c0 ď E ď λ`,t ` c´10 and 0 ď η ď c´10 for some small constant c0 ą 0.
We also need to control the derivative Bzmw,tpzq. First note that with the definition of mw,t, we can get
the trivial estimate
|Bzmw,tpzq| “
ˇˇˇˇż
dµw,tpxq
px´ zq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
dµw,tpxq
|x´ z|2 “
Im mw,t
η
. (B.15)
Moreover, we claim the following estimates.
Lemma B.6 (Lemma 3.20 of [23]). Suppose V “WWJ is η˚-regular and t satisfies (B.10). For κ` η ď t2,
we have
|Bzmw,tpzq| À 1?
κ` η . (B.16)
Moreover, if κ` η ě t2, we have that for E ě λ`,t,
|Bzmw,tpzq| À 1?
κ` η , (B.17)
and for E ď λ`,t,
|Bzmw,tpzq| À
?
κ` η
t
?
κ` η ` η . (B.18)
Finally, in Section C we will need to compare the edge behaviors of two free rectangular convolution
measures satisfying certain matching properties. Specifically, let t0 “ N´1{3`ω0 for some constant 0 ă ω0 ă
1{3. We consider two probability measures ρ1 and ρ2 having densities on the interval r0, 2ψs with ψ „ 1
being a positive constant, such that for some constant cψ ą 0 the following properties hold:
ρ1pψ ´ xq “ ρ2pψ ´ xq
„
1`O
ˆ |x|
t2
0
˙
, 0 ď x ď cψt20, (B.19)
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and
ρ1pxq “ ρ2pxq “ 0 on rψ, 2ψs, ρ1pxq „ ρ2pxq „
a
ψ ´ x on rψ ´ cψ, ψs. (B.20)
Let ρ1,t and ρ2,t be the free rectangular convolutions of the MP law with ρ1 and ρ2, respectively. Moreover,
the Stieltjes transform of ρi,t, denoted by mi,t, satisfies a similar equation as in (B.2):
1
cnt
ˆ
1´ 1
bi,t
˙
“
ż
ρipxq
x´ ζi,t dx, i “ 1, 2,
where
bi,tpzq :“ 1` cntmi,tpzq, ζi,tpzq :“ zb2i,t ´ p1´ cnqtbi,t. (B.21)
For i “ 1, 2, let λ`,iptq be the right edge of ρi,t, and denote ζ`,iptq :“ ζi,tpλ`,iptqq. Due to the matching
condition (B.19), we can show that ζ`,1ptq and ζ`,2ptq are close to each other with a distance of order opt2q
for t ! t0.
Lemma B.7 (Lemma A.2 of [23]). Suppose (B.19) and (B.20) hold. Then there exists a constant C ą 0
such that for any 0 ď t ď t0,
|ζ`,1ptq ´ ζ`,2ptq| ď Ct
3
t0
, (B.22)
and
|λ`,1ptq ´ ψ| ` |λ`,2ptq ´ ψ| ď Ct. (B.23)
The following matching estimates will play an important role in constructing the short-range approxima-
tion of the rectangular DBM.
Lemma B.8 (Lemmas A.4 and A.5 of [23]). Suppose (B.19) and (B.20) hold, and 0 ă t ď t0n´ε0 for a
constant ε0 ą 0. If 0 ď x ď τn´2εt20 for some small enough constants τ, ε ą 0, then for any (large) constant
D ą 0 we have
ρ1,tpλ`,1 ´ xq “ ρ2,tpλ`,2 ´ xq
„
1`O
ˆ
nεt
t0
` n´D
˙
, (B.24)
and
|Rerm1,tpλ`,1 ´ xq ´m1,tpλ`,1qs ´ Rerm2,tpλ`,2 ´ xq ´m2,tpλ`,2qs|
À
ˆ
nε
t0
` n
´D
t
˙
x.
(B.25)
If 0 ď x ď τn´2εt0t, the for any (large) constant D ą 0 we have
|Re rm1,tpλ`,1 ` xq ´m1,tpλ`,1qs ´ Re rm2,tpλ`,2 ` xq ´m2,tpλ`,2qs|
À
˜
nε
t1{2
t
1{2
0
` n´D t
1{2
0
t1{2
¸
x1{2.
(B.26)
B.2 Local laws
In this section, we state the local laws and rigidity estimates for the rectangular DBM considered in this
paper. We first consider t satisfying (B.10). Define the pp` nq ˆ pp` nq self-adjoint block matrix
Ht :“
ˆ
0 W `?tX
pW `?tXqJ 0
˙
.
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Definition B.9 (Resolvents). We define the resolvent of Ht as
Gpzq ” GtpX,W, zq :“ pz1{2Ht ´ zq´1, z P C`. (B.27)
For Q1,t :“ pW `
?
tXqpW `?tXqJ and Q2,t :“ pW `
?
tXqJpW `?tXq, we define the resolvents
G1pzq ” G1,tpX,W, zq :“ pQ1,t ´ zq´1 , G2pzq ” G2,tpX,W, zq :“ pQ2,t ´ zq´1 . (B.28)
We denote the empirical spectral density ρ1,t of Q1,t as
ρ1 ” ρ1,tpX,W, zq :“ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
δλipQ1,tq,
and the corresponding Stieltjes transform as
m1pzq ” m1,tpX,W, zq :“
ż
1
x´ z ρ1pdxq “
1
p
TrG1pzq.
Similarly, we denote the empirical spectral density ρ2,t of Q2,t and its Stieltjes transform as
ρ2 ” ρ2,tpX,W, zq :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
δλipQ2,tq,
m2pzq ” m2,tpX,W, zq :“
ż
1
x´ z ρ2pdxq “
1
n
TrG2pzq.
For any constant ϑ ą 0, we define the spectral domain
Dϑ :“
"
z “ E ` iη : λ`,t ´ 3
4
cV ď E ď λ`,t, n
ϑ
nη
ď ?κ` η ď 10
*
ď"
z “ E ` iη : λ`,t ď E ď λ`,t ` 3
4
cV , n
´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10
*
,
(B.29)
where recall that λ`,t is the right-edge of ρw,t. The local law on the domain Dϑ is stated as follows.
Theorem B.10 (Theorem 2.7 of [23]). Suppose V “ WWJ is η˚-regular, and t satisfies (B.10). For any
constant ϑ ą 0, the following estimates hold uniformly in z P Dϑ:
• for E ď λ`,t, we have
|m1,tpzq ´mw,tpzq| ă 1
nη
; (B.30)
• for E ě λ`,t, we have
|m1,tpzq ´mw,tpzq| ă 1
npκ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κ` η . (B.31)
As a consequence of this theorem, we can obtain the following rigidity estimate for the eigenvalues
λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp of Q1,t near the right edge λ`,t. We define the quantiles of ρw,t as in (A.14):
γj :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρw,tpxqdx ą j ´ 1
p
*
, 1 ď j ď p. (B.32)
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Lemma B.11. For any j such that λ`,t ´ cV {2 ă γj ď λ`,t, we have
|λj ´ γj | ă j´1{3n´2{3. (B.33)
Proof. The estimate (B.33) follows from the local laws (B.30) and (B.31) combined with a standard argument
using Helffer-Sjo¨strand calculus. The details are already given in [35, 42, 88].
Then we present the local laws for the case where W already satisfies a local law. In this case we can
deal with any t ą 0.
Assumption B.12. Suppose mV pzq ” mw,0pzq satisfies that for any constant ϑ ą 0,
|mw,0pzq ´mcpzq| ă 1
nη
,
for λ` ´ cV ď E ď λ` and nϑpnηq´1 ď
a|E ´ λ`| ` η ď 10;
|mw,0pzq ´mcpzq| ă 1
np|E ´ λ`| ` ηq `
1
pnηq2
a
|E ´ λ`| ` η
,
for λ` ď E ď λ` ` cV and n´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10. Here mcpzq is the Stieltjes transform of a deterministic
probability density ρcpxq that is compactly supported on r0, λ`s, and satisfies ρcpxq „
?
x for λ` ´ cV ď x ď
λ`.
We denote the rectangular free convolution of ρc with MP law at time t as ρc,t, and its Stieltjes transform
by mc,t. We also denote the right edge of ρc,t as λc,t and define κc :“ |E´λc,t|. Then we define the following
spectral domain
Dϑ,c :“
"
z “ E ` iη : λc,t ´ 3
4
cV ď E ď λc,t, n
ϑ
nη
ď ?κc ` η ď 10
*
ď"
z “ E ` iη : λc,t ď E ď λc,t ` 3
4
cV , n
´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10
*
.
(B.34)
Then we have the following local law on the domain Dϑ,c.
Theorem B.13 (Theorem 2.10 of [23]). Suppose Assumption B.12 holds. For any fixed constants ϑ, δ ą 0,
the following estimates hold uniformly in z P Dϑ,c and 0 ď t ď n´δ:
• for E ď λc,t, we have
|m1,tpzq ´mc,tpzq| ă 1
nη
; (B.35)
• for E ě λc,t, we have
|m1,tpzq ´mc,tpzq| ă 1
npκc ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κc ` η . (B.36)
Again using Theorem B.13, we can prove the following rigidity estimates for the eigenvalues of Q1,t near
the right edge λc,t. We define the quantiles γj as in (B.32) but with ρw,t replaced by ρc,t.
Lemma B.14. For any j such that λc,t ´ cV {2 ă γj ď λc,t, we have
|λj ´ γj | ă j´1{3n´2{3. (B.37)
Proof. The estimate (B.37) follows from the local laws (B.35) and (B.36) combined with a standard argument
using Helffer-Sjo¨strand calculus. The details are already given in [35, 42, 88].
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C Analysis of Dyson Brownian motion
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. In this section, we fix two time scales
t0 “ n
ω0
n1{3
, t1 “ n
ω1
n1{3
,
for some constants ω0 and ω1 satisfying 1{3´φ˚{2` ε{2 ď ω0 ď 1{3´ ε{2 and 0 ă ω1 ă ω0{100. The reason
for choosing these two scales is the same as the one in [67]. That is, we first run the DBM for t0 amount of
time to regularize the global eigenvalue density, and then for the DBM from t0 to t0 ` t1, we will show that
the local statistics of the edge eigenvalues converge to the Tracy-Widom law. Since t1 ! t0, for the time
period t0 ď t ď t0 ` t1 the locations of the quantiles defined in (B.32) remain approximately constant.
The eigenvalue dynamics of Qt “ pW `
?
tXqpW `?tXqJ with respect to t is described by the so-called
rectangular Dyson Brownian motion (DBM). Let Biptq, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p, be independent standard Brownian
motions. For t ě 0, we define the process tλiptq : 1 ď i ď pu as the unique strong solution to the following
system of SDEs [17, Appendix C]:
dλi “ 2
a
λi
dBi?
n
`
˜
1
n
ÿ
j‰i
λi ` λj
λi ´ λj ` 1
¸
dt, 1 ď i ď p, (C.1)
with initial data
λip0q :“ λipγwQt0q, γw :“
ˆ
1
2
r4λ`,t0ζ`,t0 ` p1´ cnq2t20sc2nt20Φ
2
t0
pζ`,t0q
˙´1{3
.
In other words, the initial data is chosen as the eigenvalues of the regularized matrix Qt0 , and γw is chosen to
match the edge eigenvalue gaps of Qt0 with those of the Wigner matrices. Here we recall that the asymptotic
density ρw,t is given by (B.13), while the Wigner semicircle law has density π
´1
a
p2 ´ xq` ` Opp2 ´ xq`q
around the right edge at 2. The rectangular DBM is defined in a way such that for any time t ą 0, the
process tλiptqu has the same joint distribution as the eigenvalues of the matrix
γwQt0`t{γw “ p
?
γwW `
?
γwt0 ` tXqp?γwW `
?
γwt0 ` tXqJ.
We shall denote the rectangular free convolution of the empirical spectral density (ESD) of
?
γwV with MP
law at time γwt0 ` t by ρλ,t, which gives the asymptotic ESD for γwQt0`t{γw . Moreover, we use mλ,t to
denote the Stieltjes transform of ρλ,t. It is easy to see that the right edge of ρλ,t is given by
Eλptq :“ γwλ`,t0`t{γw ,
where recall that λ`,t denotes the right edge of ρw,t at time t. Note that the scaling factor γw is fixed
throughout the evolution, but the right edge evolves in time.
We would like to compare the edge eigenvalue statistics of the DBM tλiptqu with those of a carefully
chosen deformed Wishart matrix. We define a p ˆ p sample covariance matrix UUJ, where U is a random
matrix of the form U :“ Σ1{2X . Here X is a pˆ n random matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries of mean zero
and variance n´1, and Σ “ diagpσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σpq is a diagonal population covariance matrix. Recall that the
asymptotic ESD of UUJ, denoted as ρµ,0, is given by the multiplicative free convolution of the Marchenko-
Pastur law and the ESD of Σ, which is also referred to as the deformed Marchenko-Pastur law [?]. We choose
Σ such that ρµ,0 matches ρλ,0 near the right edge Eλp0q, that is, ρµ,0pxq satisfies that
ρµ,0pxq “ π´1
a
pEλp0q ´ xq` `OppEλp0q ´ xq`q. (C.2)
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Note that there are only two parameters to match, i.e. the right spectral edge and the curvature of the
spectral density at the right edge, but there are a lot of degrees of freedom in Σ for tuning such that (C.2)
holds. Now we define a rectangular DBM with initial data tµiu being the eigenvalues of UUJ. More precisely,
for t ě 0 we define the process tµiptq : 1 ď i ď pu as the unique strong solution to the following system of
SDEs:
dµi “ 2?µi dBi?
n
`
˜
1
n
ÿ
j‰i
µi ` µj
µi ´ µj ` 1
¸
dt, 1 ď i ď p,
with initial data µip0q :“ µipUUJq. For any t ą 0 the process tµiptqu has the same joint distribution as the
eigenvalues of the matrix pU `?tXqpU `?tXqJ, which is still a sample covariance matrix with population
covariance matrix pΣ1{2 ` ?tq2. In particular, by [29, 83] we know that the edge eigenvalues of tµiptqu
obey the Tracy-Widom distribution asymptotically. We shall denote the rectangular free convolution of ρµ,0
with MP law at time t by ρµ,t, which gives the asymptotic ESD for pU `
?
tXqpU `?tXqJ. Furthermore,
we denote the Stieltjes transform of ρµ,t by mµ,t, and the right edge of ρµ,t by Eµptq. Note that we have
Eµp0q “ Eλp0q by (C.2).
The main result of this section is the following comparison theorem.
Theorem C.1. Fix any integer a P N. There exists a constant ε ą 0 such that
max
1ďiďa
|pλipt1q ´ Eλptqq ´ pµipt1q ´ Eµpt1qq| ď n´2{3´ε
with high probability.
It is easy to see that Theorem C.1 implies Theorem 2.3 immediately.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We take t0 “ t ´ t1 for a small enough constant ω1. Then Theorem C.1 gives (2.8)
together with the fact that µipt1q ´ Eµpt1q satisfies the Tracy-Widom fluctuation by [8, 22, 29, 71, 83].
C.1 Interpolating processes
To estimate the difference λiptq ´ µiptq, we study the following interpolating processes for 0 ď α ď 1:
dzipt, αq “ 2
a
zipt, αqdBi?
n
`
˜
1
n
ÿ
j‰i
zipt, αq ` zjpt, αq
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αq ` 1
¸
dt, 1 ď i ď p, (C.3)
with the interpolated initial data zip0, αq :“ αλip0q ` p1´ αqµip0q. Correspondingly, we denote the Stieltjes
transform of the ESD of tzipt, αqu by
rmtpz, αq :“ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
1
zipt, αq ´ z . (C.4)
Note that by Lemma B.5, due to the choice of γw and (C.2), we have that
ρλ,0pEλp0q ´ Eq “ ρµ,0pEµp0q ´ Eq
„
1`O
ˆ |E|
t2
0
˙
, 0 ď E ď τt20, (C.5)
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for a sufficiently small constant τ ą 0. Let γµ,iptq and γλ,iptq be the quantiles of ρµ,t and ρλ,t defined through:
γµ,iptq :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρµ,tpxqdx ą i´ 1
p
*
,
γλ,iptq :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρλ,tpxqdx ą i´ 1
p
*
.
(C.6)
By Theorem B.10 and [8, Theorem 3.2], we know that |rm0pz, 0q ´mµ,0pzq| and |rm0pz, 1q ´mλ,0pzq| satisfy
Assumption B.12. Hence using Lemma B.14, we obtain that there exists a small enough constant c˚ ą 0
depending on cV such that for k˚ :“ c˚n,
sup
0ďtď10t1
p|zipt, 0q ´ γµ,iptq| ` |zipt, 1q ´ γλ,iptq|q ă i´1{3n´2{3, 1 ď i ď k˚. (C.7)
Here we used a standard stochastic continuity argument to pass from fixed times t to all times. Roughly
speaking, taking a sequence of fixed times tk “ 10t1 ¨ k{nC for some large constant C ą 0, by Lemma B.14
and a simple union bound we get that
sup
0ďkďnC
p|ziptk, 0q ´ γµ,iptkq| ` |ziptk, 1q ´ γλ,iptkq|q ă i´1{3n´2{3. (C.8)
Then we can show that with high probability, the difference |zipt, 0q ´ ziptk, 0q| ` |zipt, 1q ´ ziptk, 1q| is small
enough for all tk ď t ď tk`1 using a simple continuity estimate. We refer the reader to Appendix B of [65]
for more details.
Combining (C.5) and (C.6), we can get the following simple control on the quantiles near the edge.
Lemma C.2. For i “ Opn6ω0{5q, we have that
|γµ,ip0q ´ γλ,ip0qq| À i
4{3
n2ω0n2{3
. (C.9)
Proof. For simplicity, we denote x :“ Eµp0q ´ γµ,ip0q and y :“ Eλp0q ´ γλ,ip0q. Without loss of generality,
we assume that x ď y. Note that by the square root behaviors of ρµ,0 and ρλ,0 near the right edges, it is
easy to get that x „ y „ i2{3n´2{3. Now using (C.5) and (C.6), we obtain thatż x
0
rρµ,0pEµp0q ´ Eq ´ ρλ,0pEλp0q ´ Eqs dE “
ż y
x
ρλ,0pEλp0q ´ EqdE,
which gives
|y3{2 ´ x3{2| À x5{2{t2
0
.
This implies |y´ x| À x2{t2
0
, which concludes the proof together with x „ i2{3n´2{3 and Eλp0q “ Eµp0q.
Next we will construct a collection of measures that match the asymptotic densities of the interpolating
ensembles and have well-behaved square root densities near the right edges. Our main goal is that for each
0 ď α ď 1, we have a density which matches the distribution of tzip0, αqu approximately, and with which we
can take a free rectangular convolution for any 0 ď t ď t1.
At t “ 0, define the eigenvalue counting functions near the edge Eµp0q “ Eλp0q as
nµpEq “
ż Eµp0q
E
ρµ,0pyqdy, nλpEq “
ż Eλp0q
E
ρλ,0pyqdy.
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Since ρµ,0pyq ą 0 for Eµp0q ´ τ ď y ă Eµp0q and ρλ,0pyq ą 0 for Eλp0q ´ τ ď y ă Eλp0q for a small enough
constant τ ą 0, the functions nµ and nλ are strictly increasing near the right edges. Hence we can define
the inverse functions (i.e. the continuous versions of quantiles) ϕµpsq and ϕλpsq by
nµpϕµpsqq “ s, nλpϕλpsqq “ s, 0 ď s ď c˚,
for a small constant c˚ ą 0. Then for α P r0, 1s, we define
ϕps, αq :“ αϕµpsq ` p1´ αqϕλpsq,
which maps r0, c˚s onto
Dα :“ rαϕµpc˚q ` p1 ´ αqϕλpc˚q, Eλp0qs. (C.10)
Now for any α P r0, 1s, we define the inverse function npE,αq : Dα Ñ r0, c˚s of ϕps, αq by
npϕps, αq, αq “ s,
with which we define the asymptotic density as
ρpE,αq :“ BnpE,αqBE .
By inverse function theorem, we can calculate that
ρpE,αq “
„
α
ρµ,0pϕµpnpE,αqqq `
1´ α
ρλ,0pϕλpnpE,αqqq
´1
.
Together with (C.5), we immediately find that
ρpE`p0, αq ´ E,αq “ ρµ,0pEµp0q ´ Eq
„
1`O
ˆ |E|
t2
0
˙
, 0 ď E ď τt2
0
, (C.11)
for a sufficiently small constant τ ą 0, where E`p0, αq is the right edge of ρpE,αq. We now construct a
(random) measure µpE,αq as
dµpE,αq “ ρpE,αq1tEPDαudE ` p´1
ÿ
iąc˚n
δzip0,αqpdEq.
This measure is defined in a way such that its Stieltjes transform is close to rm0pz, αq in (C.4). Moreover,
the motivation behind this definition is as follows. We need a deterministic density that behaves well around
the right edge in order to use the results in Section B. But we do not have any estimate on the density far
away from the edge. Hence for the remaining eigenvalues that are away from the right edge by a distance of
order 1, we just take δ functions. Although the sum of delta measures is random, its effect on deterministic
quantities that we are interested in is negligible.
We let ρtpE,αq be the rectangular free convolution of dµpE,αq with the MP law at time t and define
its Stieltjes transform as mtpz, αq. The properties of ρtpE,αq and mtpz, αq have been studied in Section B.
In particular, ρtpE,αq has a square root behavior near the right edge, which we will denote as E`pt, αq.
Although ρtpE,αq is random, with the results in Section B we can provide a deterministic control on it.
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Lemma C.3. Let ε, τ ą 0 be sufficiently small constants. For 0 ď E ď τn´2εt2
0
, we have that for any
constant D ą 0,
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq “ ρµ,tpEµptq ´ Eqp1 `Opnεt{t0 ` n´Dqq. (C.12)
Moreover, for a small constant cτ ą 0 we have that
max
1ďiďcτn1´3εt30
|rγipt, αq ´ rγipt, 0q| ď ˆnε t
t0
` n´D
˙
i2{3
n2{3
, (C.13)
where we introduced the short-hand notation rγipt, αq :“ E`pt, αq ´ γipt, αq.
Proof. The estimates (C.12) follows directly from (B.24). The estimate (C.13) follows from (C.12) using the
same argument as in the proof of (C.9).
With the eigenvalues rigidity (C.7) and the construction of dµpE,αq, we can verify that |m0pz, αq ´rm0pz, αq| satisfies Assumption B.12. Then by Lemma B.14, we have the following rigidity estimate of
tzipt, αqu. As before, we define the quantiles γipt, αq by
γipt, αq :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρtpE,αqdE ą i´ 1
p
*
.
Lemma C.4. There exists a constant c˚ ą 0 so that
sup
0ďαď1
sup
0ďtď10t1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ă i´1{3n´2{3, 1 ď i ď c˚n. (C.14)
Proof. This estimate follows from Lemma B.14 combined with a standard stochastic continuity argument in
t.
Recalling (B.9) and using Lemma B.5, we can calculate that
d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
“
„ p1 ´ cnq
2ζtpE`pt, αq, αq ´
cnmtpE`pt, αq, αq
btpE`pt, αq, αq
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
´ p1 ´ cnq
2t
4ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
a
E`pt, αq
`Opt2q
“ p1´ cnq
2
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
´ cnmtpE`pt, αq, αq
a
E`pt, αq ´ tp1 ´ cnq
´ p1´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
`Opt2q, (C.15)
where we denote
btpz, αq :“ 1` cntmtpz, αq, ζtpz, αq :“ zb2t pz, αq ´ tp1´ cnqbtpz, αq.
In the proof, we will need to use the following function
Ψtpx, αq :“ p1´ cnq
2
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
´ p1´ cnq
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ x
´ p1´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
´ Re
”
cnmtpE`pt, αq, αq
a
E`pt, αq ´ tp1´ cnq ´ cnmtpE`pt, αq ´ x, αq
a
E`pt, αq ´ x
ı
,
(C.16)
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for ´τ ď x ď τ for a small enough constant τ ą 0. Next we prove the following matching estimate for the
function Ψtpx, αq, which is crucial for our proof. We remark that the proof of this estimate explores a rather
delicate cancellation in Ψtpx, αq, and hence is more nontrivial than the one for the corresponding result,
Lemma 3.4, of [67].
Lemma C.5. Let ε, τ ą 0 be sufficiently small constants. For 0 ď E ď τn´2εt20, we have that for any
constant D ą 0,
|ΨtpE,αq ´ΨtpE, 0q| À
ˆ
nε
t0
` n
´D
t
˙
E ` t2. (C.17)
For 0 ď E ď τn´2εtt0, we have that for any constant D ą 0,
|Ψtp´E,αq ´Ψtp´E, 0q| À
˜
nε
t1{2
t
1{2
0
` n´D t
1{2
0
t1{2
¸
E1{2 ` t2. (C.18)
Proof. First, we claim that
ΨtpE,αq “ rΨtpE,αq `Opt2q, (C.19)
where
rΨtpE,αq :“ p1´ cnq
2
a
E`pt, αq
´ p1´ cnq
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ E
´ Re
”
cnmtpE`pt, αq, αq
a
E`pt, αq ´ cnmtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
a
E`pt, αq ´ E
ı
.
In fact, subtracting rΨtpx, αq from Ψtpx, αq and using the definition of ζtpE`pt, αq, αq we get that
ΨtpE,αq ´ rΨtpE,αq
“ p1´ cnq
2
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
´ p1´ cnq
2
a
E`pt, αq
` p1 ´ cnqcntmtpE`pt, αq, αqa
E`pt, αq `
a
E`pt, αq ´ tp1´ cnq
´ p1 ´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
“ p1´ cnqrE`pt, αq ´ b
2
t pE`pt, αq, αq ¨ E`pt, αq ` p1 ´ cnqtbtpE`pt, αq, αqs
2
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
a
E`pt, αq
´a
E`pt, αq `
a
ζtpE`pt, αq, αq
¯
` p1´ cnqcntmtpE`pt, αq, αq
2
a
E`pt, αq
´ p1 ´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
`Opt2q
“ ´2p1´ cnqcntmtpE`pt, αq, αq ¨ E`pt, αq ` p1 ´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
` p1´ cnqcntmtpE`pt, αq, αq
2
a
E`pt, αq
´ p1´ cnq
2t
4E
3{2
` pt, αq
`Opt2q “ Opt2q.
On the other hand, using (B.23) and the fact that E`p0, αq “ Eλp0q for 0 ď α ď 1, we get that
|E`pt, αq ´ Eλp0q| “ Optq, 0 ď α ď 1. (C.20)
Hence we can estimate thatrΨtpE,αq ´ rΨtpE, 0q “ ´cnRe rmtpE`pt, αq, αq ´mtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αqsaE`pt, αq
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` cnRe rmtpE`pt, 0q, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0qs
a
E`pt, 0q `OpEq
“ cnRe rpmtpE`pt, 0q, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0qq ´ pmtpE`pt, αq, αq ´mtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αqqs
a
E`pt, αq
`O pt |mtpE`pt, 0q, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q| ` Eq .
By (B.18), we have that
t |mtpE`pt, 0q, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q| À pEt´1q ¨ t “ E, E ě 0,
and by (B.16) and (B.17), we have that
t |mtpE`pt, 0q, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q| À t
a
|E| ď t2 ` |E|, E ď 0.
Using these two estimates and Lemma B.8, we can bound rΨtpE,αq ´ rΨtpE, 0q and conclude (C.17) and
(C.18).
Remark C.6. Later we will consider the evolution after t “ n´C for some large constant C ą 0, so that the
n´D terms in (C.17) and (C.18) are negligible as long as D is taken large enough.
Note that the interpolating measures dµpE, 0q (resp. dµpE, 1q) only matches the asymptotic measure
ρµ,0pEqdE (resp. ρλ,0pEqdE) for E P D0 (resp. E P D1). For the random part, we control its effect using the
local laws. With the eigenvalues rigidity (C.7), we can check that |m0pz, 0q´rm0pz, 0q| and |m0pz, 1q´ rm1pz, 1q|
satisfy the two estimates in Assumption B.12. (Recall that m0pz, αq was defined in (C.4) and m0pz, αq is
the Stieltjes transform of dµpE,αq.) Moreover by Theorem B.10 and [8, Theorem 3.2], we also have that
|rm0pz, 0q´mµ,0pzq| and |rm0pz, 1q´mλ,0pzq| satisfy the two estimates in Assumption B.12. Hence we obtain
that
|m0pz, 0q ´mµ,0pzq| ă 1
nη
, |E ´ Eµp0q| ď 3
4
cV , n
´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10. (C.21)
and
|m0pz, 1q ´mλ,0pzq| ă 1
nη
, |E ´ Eλp0q| ď 3
4
cV , n
´2{3`ϑ ď η ď 10. (C.22)
With the above estimates, we can control |E`pt, 1q ´ Eλptq| and |E`pt, 0q ´ Eµptq| for 0 ď t ď 10t1.
Lemma C.7. We have that
max
0ďtď10t1
|E`pt, 1q ´ Eλptq| ă t3 ` n´1{2t, (C.23)
and
max
0ďtď10t1
|E`pt, 0q ´ Eµptq| ă t3 ` n´1{2t. (C.24)
Proof. First repeating the proof of Lemma B.7 (which was given in Lemma A.2 of [23]) but with t0 replaced
by 1, we get that
|ζ`,1 ´ ζ`,λ| ď Ct3,
where we abbreviate ζ`,1 ” ζtpE`pt, 1q, 1q and ζ`,λ ” ζλ,tpEλptqq. Then with equation (B.3), we get that
|E`pt, 1q ´ Eλptq| À |ζ`,1 ´ ζ`,λ| ` t|m0pζ`,1, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,λq|. (C.25)
Recall that ζ`,1 ´ Eλp0q „ t2 and ζ`,λ ´ Eλp0q „ t2 by (B.11). Then using (B.16) and (B.17), we get
|m1λ,0pζq| À t´1 for ζ between ζ`,1 and ζ`,λ. Thus we can bound (C.25) as
|E`pt, 1q ´ Eλptq| À t3 ` t|m0pζ`,1, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1q| ` t|mλ,0pζ`,1q ´mλ,0pζ`,λq|
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À t3 ` t|m0pζ`,1, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1q|. (C.26)
For the second part, since dµpE, 1q matches ρλ,0pEq for E P D1, we can bound thatˇˇˇ
rm0pζ`,1, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1qs ´ rm0pζ`,1 ` in´1{2, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1 ` in´1{2qs
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iąc˚n
n´1{2
|zip0, 1q ´ ζ`,1||zip0, 1q ´ ζ`,1 ´ in´1{2| À n
´1{2
with high probability. On the other hand, we have thatˇˇˇ
m0pζ`,1 ` in´1{2, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1 ` in´1{2q
ˇˇˇ
ă n´1{2
by (C.22). Combining the above two estimates, we obtain that
|m0pζ`,1, 1q ´mλ,0pζ`,1q| ă n´1{2.
Plugging it into (C.26), we conclude (C.23). The estimate (C.24) can be proved in the same way.
In later proof, we will also need to study the evolution of the singular values yipt, αq :“
a
zipt, αq. It is
easy to see that the asymptotic density fo*r yipt, αq is given by
ftpE,αq :“ 2EρtpE2, αq, 0 ď α ď 1.
Similarly we can define fλ,t and fµ,t. Moreover, the quantiles of ftpE,αq are exactly given by
a
γipt, αq.
Now with Lemma C.3 and Lemma C.4, we can easily conclude the following lemma.
Lemma C.8. We have the following rigidity estimate of singular values:
sup
0ďαď1
sup
0ďtď10t1
ˇˇˇ
yipt, αq ´
a
γipt, αq
ˇˇˇ
ă i´1{3n´2{3, 1 ď i ď c˚n. (C.27)
Let ε, τ ą 0 be sufficiently small constants. For 0 ď E ď τn´2εt20, we have that for any constant D ą 0,
ft
´a
E`pt, αq ´ E,α
¯
“ fµ,t
ˆb
Eµptq ´ E
˙`
1`Opnεt{t0 ` n´Dq
˘
, (C.28)
and
max
1ďiďcτn1´3εt30
|pγipt, αq ´ pγipt, 0q| ď ˆnε t
t0
` n´D
˙
i2{3
n2{3
, (C.29)
where we introduced the short-hand notation pγipt, αq :“aE`pt, αq ´aγipt, αq.
Proof. The rigidity result (C.27) follows directly from Lemma C.4, (C.28) follows from (C.12) together with
(C.20), and (C.29) can be proved easily using (C.28).
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C.2 Short-range approximation
As in [67], we will build a short-range approximation for the interpolating processes tzipt, αqu, which is based
on the simple intuition that the eigenvalues that are far away from the edge have negligible effect on the
edge eigenvalues. It turns out that it is more convenient to study the SDEs for singular values yipt, αq. By
Ito’s formula, we get that for 1 ď i ď p,
dyipt, αq “ dBi?
n
` 1
2yipt, αq
˜
1
n
ÿ
j‰i
y2i pt, αq ` y2j pt, αq
y2i pt, αq ´ y2j pt, αq
` n´ 1
n
¸
dt
“ dBi?
n
` 1
2n
ÿ
j‰i
ˆ
dt
yipt, αq ´ yjpt, αq `
dt
yipt, αq ` yjpt, αq
˙
` n´ p
2nyipt, αqdt.
(C.30)
Note that the diffusion term now has a constant coefficient. For convenience, we introduce the shifted
processes rzipt, αq :“ E`pt, αq ´ zipt, αq, ryipt, αq :“aE`pt, αq ´ yipt, αq. (C.31)
Clearly, we have that rzipt, αq „ ryipt, αq. We see that ryipt, αq obeys the SDE
dryipt, αq “ ´dBi?
n
` 1
2n
ÿ
j‰i
dtryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq ` d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
dt
´ 1
2n
ÿ
j‰i
dt
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq ´ n´ p2npaE`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αqqdt,
(C.32)
where Bt
a
E`pt, αq is given by (B.9).
We now define a ”short-range” set of indices A Ă J1, pKˆ J1, pK. Let A be a symmetric set of indices in
the sense that pi, jq P A if and only if pj, iq P A, and choose a parameter ℓ :“ nωℓ , where ωℓ ą 0 is a constant
that will be specified later. Then we define
A :“
!
pi, jq : |i´ j| ď ℓp10ℓ2 ` i2{3 ` j2{3q
)ď
tpi, jq : i, j ą i˚{2u (C.33)
for i˚ :“ c˚n, where c˚ is the constant as appeared in Lemma C.4. It is easy to check that for each i, the
set tj : pi, jq P Au consists of consecutive integers. For convenience, we introduce the following short-hand
notations
A,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqPA
,
A
c,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
i:pi,jqRA
.
For each i, we denote Ji´, i`K :“ tj : pi, jq P Au and
Iipt, αq :“ rrγi´pt, αq, rγi`pt, αqs, pIipt, αq :“ rpγi`pt, αq, pγi´pt, αqs
where we recall that rγipt, αq and pγipt, αq are defined below (C.13) and (C.29), respectively. Finally, we denote
J pt, αq :“ r´rcV , pγ3i˚{4pt, αqs,
where rcV ą 0 is some small constant depending only on cV .
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Let ωa ą 0 be a constant that will be specified later. The short-range approximation to ry is a process py
defined as the solution to the following SDEs for t ě n´C0 with the same initial data (recall Remark C.6)
pyipt “ n´C0 , αq “ ryipt “ n´C0 , αq, 0 ď α ď 1,
where C0 is an absolute constant (for example, C0 “ 100 will be more than enough). Corresponding to
(C.31), we denote pzipt, αq :“ E`pt, αq ´ paE`pt, αq ´ pyipt, αqq2. (C.34)
For 1 ď i ď nωa , the SDEs are
dpyipt, αq “ ´ dBi?
n
` 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
1pyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αqdt´ n´ p2naE`pt, 0qdt` d
a
E`pt, 0q
dt
dt
´
«
cn
ż
Ici pt,0q
a
E`pt, 0qρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE
ff
dt; (C.35)
for nωa ă i ď i˚{2, the SDEs are
dpyipt, αq “ ´dBi?
n
` 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
dtpyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αq ` 12n ÿjě3i˚4
dtryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq
` cn
2
ż
pIci pt,αqXJ pt,αq
ftp
a
E`pt, αq ´ E,αqpyipt, αq ´ E dEdt` d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
dt
´ pn´ pqdt
2npaE`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αqq ´ 12n
ÿ
j‰i
dt
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq ; (C.36)
for i˚{2 ă i ď p, the SDEs are
dpyipt, αq “ ´dBi?
n
` 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
dtpyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αq ` 12n
A
c,piqÿ
j
dtryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq
` d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
dt´ pn´ pqdt
2npaE`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αqq
´ 1
2n
ÿ
j‰i
dt
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq . (C.37)
We now choose the hierarchy of the scale parameters in the following quantities:
t0 “ n´1{3`ω0 , t1 “ n´1{3`ω1 , ℓ “ nωℓ , and nωa .
Then we choose the constants ω0, ω1, ωℓ and ωa such that
0 ă ω1 ď C´1ωℓ ď C´2ωa ď C´3ω0 ď C´1 (C.38)
for some constant C ą 0 that is as large as needed. Here the purpose of the scale ℓ is to cut off the effect of
the initial data far away from the right edge, since ryip0, α “ 1q and ryip0, α “ 0q only match approximately
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for small i. Second, by choosing scale ωa ! ω0, we can make use of the matching estimates in Lemma C.5
to show that the drifting terms in the SDEs with 1 ď i ď nωa are approximately α independent.
Next we show that ryipt, αq are good approximations to pyipt, αq. Before that, we recall the semigroup
approach for first order PDE. Let Ω be a real Banach space with a given norm and LpΩq be the Banach
algebra of all linear continuous mappings. We say a family of operators tT ptq : t ě 0u in LpΩq is a semigroup
if
T p0q “ id, and T pt` sq “ T ptqT psq for all t, s ě 0.
For detailed discussion of semigroups of operators, we refer the readers to [11].
Definition C.9. For any operator W P LpRpq, we denote UW as the semigroup associated with W , i.e., W
is the infinitesimal generator of UW . Moreover, we denote UWps, tq as the semigroup from s to t, i.e.,
BtUWps, tq “WptqUW ps, tq,
for any t ě s and UWps, sq “ id.
For the rest of this subsection, we prove the following short-range approximation estimate.
Lemma C.10. With high probability, we have that for any constant ε ą 0,
sup
0ďαď1
sup
n´C0ďtď10t1
max
1ďiďp
|ryipt, αq ´ pyipt, αq| ď n´2{3`ε`ω1´2ωℓ . (C.39)
Proof. We abbreviate vi :“ ryi´pyi. Subtracting the SDEs for ryi and pyi, we obtain the following inhomogeneous
equation for v:
Btv “ pB1 ` V1qv ` ζ,
where B1 is a linear operator defined by
pB1vqi “ ´ 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
vi ´ vj
pryi ´ ryjqppyi ´ pyjq ,
and V1 is a diagonal operator defined as: V1piq “ 0 for i ą i˚{2; for 1 ď i ď nωa ,
V1piqvi :“ cn
a
E`pt, 0q
ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE
´ cn
a
E`pt, 0q
ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2 dE
“ ´vi
ż
Ici pt,0q
cn
a
E`pt, 0qp2
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αq ´ pyipt, αqqρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
rE ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2srE ´ E`pt, 0q ` paE`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2sdE;
for nωa ă i ď i˚{2,
V1piq “ ´cn
2
ż
pIci pt,αqXJ pt,αq
ftp
a
E`pt, αq ´ E,αq
pryipt, αq ´ Eqppyipt, αq ´ EqdE.
The term ζ contains the remaining errors, and we will control its l8 norm later.
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For the following proof, we assume a rough bound on pyipt, αq:
sup
0ďαď1
max
1ďiďi˚{2
|ryipt, αq ´ pyipt, αq| ď n´2{3, for n´C0 ď t ď 10t1. (C.40)
Later we will remove it with a simple continuity argument. Note that V1piq ď 0, hence the operator V1
is negative. Then the semigroup of B1 ` V1 is a contraction on every lqpJ1, pKq space. To see this, for
upsq “ UB1`V1p0, squ0 and q ě 1, we can calculate that
Bt
ÿ
i
|uipsq|q “
ÿ
i
|uipsq|q´1 sgnpuipsqq rpB1upsqqi ` V1piquipsqs
ď
ÿ
i
|uipsq|q´1 sgnpuipsqq pB1upsqqi
“ ´ 1
4n
ÿ
i,jPA
“|uipsq|q´1 sgnpuipsqq ´ |ujpsq|q´1 sgnpujpsqq‰ puipsq ´ ujpsqq
przi ´ rzjqppzi ´ pzjq ď 0.
On the space l8pJ1, pKq, we just need to use }u}8 “ limqÑ8 }u}q. Then by Duhamel’s principle, we have
vptq “
ż t
n´C0
UB1`V1ps, tqζpsqds,
which gives that
‖vptq‖8 ď
ż t
n´C0
‖ζpsq‖8ds. (C.41)
Next we provide the bounds on ‖ζpsq‖8. Fist, we have that ζiptq “ 0 for i ě i˚{2. Second, under (C.40), for
nωa ă i ď i˚{2, we have
ζiptq “ 1
2n
A
c,piqÿ
jď3i˚{4
1ryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq ´ cn2
ż
pIci pt,αqXJ pt,αq
ftp
a
E`pt, αq ´ E,αqryipt, αq ´ E dE. (C.42)
Decomposing the integral in (C.42) according to the quantiles of ft as
ř
j
şγj
γj`1
and using (C.27), we obtain
that for any constant ε ą 0,
|ζi| ď n
ε
n5{3
A
c,piqÿ
jď3i˚{4
1
ppγi ´ pγjq2j1{3 ď Cn
ε
n1{3
A
c,piqÿ
jď3i˚{4
i2{3 ` j2{3
pi´ jq2j1{3 (C.43)
with high probability, where for the second inequality we used
|pγi ´ pγj | „ |i2{3 ´ j2{3|n´2{3 Á |i´ j|pi ` jq´1{3n´2{3, for pi, jq R A.
Using the inequalities (3.67) and (3.68) of [67], we can bound (C.43) by
|ζi| ď C n
ε
n1{3n2ωℓ
with high probability. (C.44)
For 1 ď i ď nωa , through a lengthy but straightforward calculation we find that
ζi “: A1 `A2 `A3 `A4 `A5 `A6,
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where Ai, 1 ď i ď 6, are defined as (recall (C.31))
A1 :“´
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq
n
A
c,piqÿ
j
1
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αq
` cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ż
Ici pt,αq
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
E ´ rzipt, αq dE,
A2 :“´ cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ż
Ici pt,αq
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
` cn
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE,
A3 :“cn
´a
E`pt, 0q ´
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq¯ ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE,
A4 :“cn
a
E`pt, 0q
«ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2 dE ´
ż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
ff
,
A5 :“´ n´ p
2n
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ` n´ p2naE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq ` d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
´ d
a
E`pt, 0q
dt
,
A6 :“´ n´ p
2n
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq ` n´ p2naE`pt, 0q ´ 12n
A,piqÿ
j
1
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ ryipt, αq ´ ryjpt, αq .
First, for term A6, we notice that for 1 ď i ď nωa there are at most Opn2ωa{3`ωℓq many indices j such
that pi, jq P A. On the other hand, by (C.14) and (C.40), we have |rzipt, αq| ď n´2{3`2ωa{3`ε with high
probability. Hence we can bound
|A6| ď n´2{3`ωa , with high probability. (C.45)
Next using ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q “ Op
?
Eq, we can boundż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
|E ´ rzipt, αq| dE “ Op1q,
which immediately gives that
|A3| À |rzipt, αq| ď n´2{3`ωa , with high probability. (C.46)
For A4, we have
|A4| À
ż
Ici pt,0q
|ryipt, αq||aE`pt, 0q ´aE`pt, αq|ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
rE ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2srE ´ rzipt, αqsdE. (C.47)
Note that for E P Ici pt, αq, we have
|E ´ rzipt, αq| Á n´2{3`2ωℓ ` i2{3n´2{3,
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and
|E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2| Á n´2{3`2ωℓ ` i2{3n´2{3.
Thus we can bound the integral on the right-hand side of (C.47) byż
Ici pt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0qdE
rE ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ ryipt, αqq2srE ´ rzipt, αqs À n1{3´ωℓ .
Together with |aE`pt, 0q ´aE`pt, αq| À t by (C.20) and the rigidity (C.27) for |ryipt, αq|, we get that for
any constant ε ą 0,
|A4| À t|ryipt, αq|n1{3´ωℓ À n´1{3`ω1 ˆ i2{3
n2{3
` n
ε
i1{3n2{3
˙
n1{3´ωℓ ď n´2{3`ωa , (C.48)
with high probability. The term A1 can be handled in exactly the same way as B1 in (3.71) of [67] and we
get that for any constant ε ą 0,
|A1| ď n´1{3´2ωℓ`ε ` n´1{2`ε, with high probability. (C.49)
Finally, using the definitions of mtprzipt, αq, 0q and mtprzipt, αq, αq we can write A2 `A5 as
A2 `A5 “ d
a
E`pt, αq
dt
` cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αqRemtpE`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq, αq
´ d
a
E`pt, 0q
dt
´ cn
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αqRemtpE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq, 0q
´ 1´ cn
2
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ` 1´ cn2naE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq
` cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ż
Iipt,αq
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
´ cn
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE “ B1 `B2 `Opt2q,
(C.50)
where
B1 :“ cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ż
Iipt,αq
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
´ cn
a
E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
B2 :“ Ψtprzipt, αq, αq ´Ψtprzipt, αq, 0q.
In the second step of (C.50), we used (C.15) and (C.16). Using Lemma C.5, we can bound that for any
constant ε ą 0,
|B2| ď n
εt1{2
t
1{2
0
|rzipt, αq|1{2 ` nε|rzipt, αq|
t0
`Opt2q À n´1{3`ε`ωa{3`ω1{2´ω0{2 (C.51)
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with high probability, where in the second step we used that |rzipt, αq| À n´2{3`2ωa{3 by (C.14) because the
largest index i` is at most Opnωaq.
It remains to bound B1:
B1 “ B11 `B12,
where
B11 :“ cn
a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq«ż
Iipt,αq
ρtpE`pt, αq ´ E,αq
E ´ rzipt, αq dE ´
ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
ff
,
B12 :“ cn
”a
E`pt, αq ´ rzipt, αq ´aE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αqı ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE.
The term B11 can be bounded in the same way as (3.82) of [67], which gives that for any constant ε ą 0,
|B11| ď n´1{3`ε`2ωa{3`ω1´ω0 , with high probability. (C.52)
For B12, we need to obtain a bound onż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE. (C.53)
Note that this is a principal value, so we need to deal with the logarithmic singularity at rzipt, αq. First
assume that i ě nδ for some δ ă ωℓ{10. Then with (C.14) and (C.20), it is easy to check that rzipt, αq is away
from the boundary of Iipt, 0q at least by a distance n´2 with high probability, and that |rzipt, αq| ě n´2 with
high probability. Then we can boundˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż
Iipt,0q,|E´rzipα,tq|ąn´50
a|E|
|rzipt, αq ´ E|dE
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|E´rzipt,αq|ďn´50
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q ´ ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq, 0qrzipt, αq ´ E dE
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “: D1 `D2.
For the term D1, using
a|E| “ Opn´1{3`ωa{3q for E P Iip0, tq, we obtain that
D1 À n´1{3`ωa{3
ż
Iipt,0q,|E´rzipα,tq|ąn´50
dE
|rzipt, αq ´ E| À n´1{3`ωa{3 logn.
For the term D2, using Lemma B.6 we obtain that
|ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q ´ ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq, 0q| À |E ´ rzipt, αq|
minpt, |E`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq|1{2q
ď n|E ´ rzipt, αq|,
which gives that
D2 À n
ż
|rzipt,αq´E|ăn´50 dE ď 2n
´49.
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Next we consider the case with i ă nδ. It suffices to assume that |rzipt, αq| ď n´100, because otherwise we
can obtain an estimate in the same way as the case i ě nδ. Then we decomposeż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE “
ż
Iipt,0q,Eěn´50
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
`
ż
3rzipt,αq{2ďEăn´50
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE `
ż
rzipt,αqďEă3rzipt,αq{2
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
`
ż
0ďEărzipt,αq{2
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE “: F1 ` F2 ` F3 ` F4.
The term F1 can be estimated in the same way asD1. For term F2, we used that ρtpE`pt, 0q´E, 0q “ Op
?
Eq
to bound the integral as |F2| À n´25. If rzipt, αq ď 0, then we have F3 “ F4 “ 0. Otherwise, for F4 we have
F4 ď
ż
0ďEărzipt,αq{2E
´1{2dE À |rzipt, αq|1{2 ď n´50,
and for F3 we have
|F3| ď
ż
rzipt,αqďEă3rzipt,αq{2
|ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q ´ ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq, 0q|
|E ´ rzipt, αq| dE
À |rzipt, αq|1{2 ď n´50,
where in the second step we used that |ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q ´ ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ rzipt, αq, 0q| ď |rzipt, αq|´1{2|E ´rzipt, αq|. Combining the above estimates, we get that for any constant ε ą 0,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Iipt,0q
ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ rzipt, αq dE
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď n´1{3`ωa`ε, with high probability,
which further implies that
|B12| À n´1{3`ωa`εt “ n´2{3`ε`ωa`ω1 . (C.54)
In sum, combining (C.45), (C.46), (C.48), (C.49), (C.51), (C.52) and (C.54) and using the hierarchy of
parameters (C.38), we obtain that for 1 ď i ď nωa , for any constant ε ą 0,
|ζiptq| ď n´1{3´2ωℓ`ε with high probability. (C.55)
Then combining (C.44) and (C.55), we obtain that for any constant ε ą 0,
}ζptq}8 ď n´1{3´2ωℓ`ε with high probability, (C.56)
uniformly in all n´C0 ď t ď t1 under the assumption (C.40). Plugging it into (C.41), we get
‖vptq‖8 ď tn´1{3´2ωℓ`ε “ n´2{3`ε`ω1´2ωl ,
which concludes (C.39) under (C.40). Note that the right hand side of (C.39) is much smaller than n´2{3
on the right-hand side of (C.40). Then using a simple continuity argument we can remove the assumption
(C.40). In fact, the continuity argument is deterministic in nature because v satisfies a system of deterministic
equations conditioning on the trajectories of tryipt, αqu and tpyipt, αqu. In fact, we can pick a high probability
event Ξ, on which the rigidity (C.14) and the local law, Theorem B.13, hold for all n´C0 ď t ď t1. Then we
can perform the continuity argument on Ξ.
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Before concluding this section, we record the following rigidity estimates.
Corollary C.11. Let i ď n3ωℓ`δ for a constant 0 ă δ ă ωℓ ´ ω1. Then we have
sup
0ďtď10t1
|pyipt, αq ´ pγipt, αq| ă i´1{3n´2{3.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma C.10 and (C.27).
C.3 Proof of Theorem C.1
Our goal is to bound |pyipt1, α “ 1q ´ pyipt1, α “ 0q|. For this purpose, we shall study the partial derivative
uipt, αq :“ Bαpyipt, αq. With (C.35)-(C.37), we find that u “ puipt, αq : 1 ď i ď pq satisfies the PDE
Btu “ Lu` ζp0q. (C.57)
Here the operator L is defined as L “ B ` V , where
pBuqi “ ´ 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
ui ´ uj
ppyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αqq2 , (C.58)
and V is a diagonal operator, pVuqi “ Viui, such that for 1 ď i ď nωa ,
Vi :“ ´2cn
a
E`pt, 0q
ż
Ici pt,0q
paE`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqqρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
rE ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2s2 dE, (C.59)
and for nωa ă i ď i˚{2
Vi :“ ´cn
2
ż
pIci pt,αqXJ pt,αq
ftp
a
E`pt, αq ´ E,αq
rpyipt, αq ´ Es2 dE, (C.60)
and Vi “ 0 when i˚{2 ă i ď p.With the same discussion as the one below (C.40), we know that the semigroup
of L is a contraction on every lp space. The random forcing term ζp0q comes from the Bα derivatives of all
the other terms, and we notice that ζ
p0q
i “ 0 when 1 ď i ď nωa . For i ą nωa , it is easy to check that for
some constant C ą 0,
|ζp0qi | ď 1tiąnωaunC with high probability. (C.61)
Next we define a long range cut-off of u. Fix a small constant δv ą 0, and let v be the solution to the
following homogeneous equation
Btv “ Lv, vipn´C0q “ uipn´C0q1t1ďiďℓ3nδv u. (C.62)
Then we have the following proposition, which essentially states that the ui’s with indices far away from the
edge have negligible effect on the solution.
Proposition C.12. With high probability, we have
sup
n´C0ďtď10t1
sup
1ďiďℓ3
|uipt, αq ´ vipt, αq| ď n´100.
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One can see that Proposition C.12 is an immediate consequence of the following finite speed of propagation
estimate, whose proof is postponed to Section C.4.
Lemma C.13. For any small constant δ ą 0, we have that for a ě ℓ3n2δ and b ď ℓ3nδ,
sup
n´C0ďsďtď10t1
`
ULabps, tq ` ULbaps, tq
˘ ď n´D,
for any large constant D ą 0 with high probability.
Remark C.14. Here we have ULabps, tq ě 0 and ULbaps, tq ě 0 by maximum principle. More precisely, define
viptq “ expp´
şt
0
Vipsqdsquiptq. Then v “ pvi : 1 ď i ď pq satisfies the equation Btv “ Bv. If vipsq ě 0 for all
i at time s, we claim that viptq ě 0 for all i. In fact, at any time s ď t1 ď t, suppose vjpt1q “ mintvipt1q : 1 ď
i ď pu is the smallest entry of vpt1q. Then with (C.58), we can check that Btvjpt1q “ pBvpt1qqj ě 0, i.e. the
smallest entry of v will always increase. Hence the entries of v can never be negative at any time t ě s.
Proof of Proposition C.12. Fix a n´C0 ď t ď 10t1, by Duhamel’s principle we have
upt, αq ´ vpt, αq “ ULpn´C0 , tqrupn´C0, αq ´ vpn´C0 , αqs `
ż t
n´C0
ULps, tqζp0qpsqds.
Since uipn´C0 , αq ´ vipn´C0 , αq “ 0 for i ď ℓ3nδv and ζp0qi psq “ 0 for i ď nωa , we can conclude the proof
using Lemma C.13 and (C.61).
Another key ingredient is the following energy estimate. We postpone its proof until we complete the
proof of Theorem C.1. Here we have fixed the starting time point to be n´C0 , but the same conclusion holds
for any other starting time by the semigroup property.
Proposition C.15. For any small constant δ1 ą 0, consider w P Rp with wi “ 0 for i ě ℓ3nδ1 . Then for
any constants ε, η ą 0 and fixed q ě 1, there exists a constant Cq ą 0 independent of ε and η such that for
all 2n´C0 ď t ď 2t1,
‖ULpn´C0 , tqw‖8 ď Cpq, ηq
ˆ
nCqη`ε
n1{3t
˙3p1´6ηq{q
‖w‖q. (C.63)
With all the above preparations, we are now ready to give the proof of Theorem C.1 .
Proof of Theorem C.1. Fix any 1 ď i ď a, by (C.23) and (C.24) we have that with high probability,
|pλipt1q ´ Eλpt1qq ´ pµipt1q ´ Eµpt1qq|
ď |rzipt1, 1q ´ rzipt1, 0q| ` |E`pt1, 1q ´ Eλpt1q| ` |E`pt1, 0q ´ Eµpt1q|
ď |rzipt, 1q ´ rzipt, 0q| ` n´2{3´τ
for some small constant τ ą 0. Recalling (C.31), we have that
|rzipt1, 1q ´ rzipt1, 0q| ď |ryipt1, 1q ´ ryipt1, 0q|´2aE`pt1, 0q ´ yipt1, 0q¯
` |ryipt1, 1q| ˇˇˇ2aE`pt1, 1q ´ yipt1, 1q ´ 2aE`pt1, 0q ` yipt1, 0qˇˇˇ
À |ryipt1, 1q ´ ryipt1, 0q| `Oă ´n´2{3t1¯ ,
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where in the second step we used (B.23) and the rigidity estimate (C.27). Together with Lemma C.10, we
obtain that with high probability,
|pλipt1q ´ Eλpt1qq ´ pµipt1q ´ Eµpt1qq| À |pyipt1, 1q ´ pyipt1, 0q| ` n´2{3´τ (C.64)
for some constant τ ą 0. Note that
pyipt1, 1q ´ pyipt1, 0q “ ż 1
0
uipt1, αqdα.
Applying Proposition C.12 (together with a simple stochastic continuity argument to pass to all 0 ď α ď 1),
we find that with high probability,
|pyipt1, 0q ´ pyipt1, 1q| ď n´50 ` ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
vipt1, αqdα
ˇˇˇˇ
. (C.65)
By (C.7) and (C.9), we have that at t “ 0,
|zjpt “ 0, 0q ´ zjpt “ 0, 1q| ă n´2{3´ω0 ` j´1{3n´2{3, 1 ď j ď ℓ3nδv ,
for small enough constant δv ą 0. Moreover, at t “ n´C0 the eigenvalues are perturbed at most by n´C0{2,
so we can calculate that
‖vpn´C0 , αq‖4 ă n´2{3´ω0pℓ3nδv q1{4 ` n´2{3 ď 2n´2{3, 0 ď α ď 1.
Finally, using Proposition C.15 with q “ 4, we find thatˇˇˇˇż 1
0
vipt1, αqdα
ˇˇˇˇ
ă n´2{3´ω1{2.
Inserting it into (C.65) and further into (C.64), we conclude the proof.
The proof of Proposition C.15 is almost the same as the one for Lemma 3.11 in [67], so we only give an
outline of the proof.
Proof of Proposition C.15. The proof relies on Lemma C.13 and the estimates in the following lemma.
Lemma C.16. Fix a constant 0 ă δ1 ă ωℓ´ω1. Let w P Rp be a vector such that wi “ 0 for i ě ℓ3nδ1 . For
any constants η, ε ą 0, there is a constant C ą 0 independent of ε and η, and a constant cη ą 0 such that
the following estimates hold with high probability for all n´C0 ď s ď t ď 5t1,
‖ULps, tqw‖2 ď
ˆ
nCη`ε
cηn1{3pt´ sq
˙ 3
2
p1´6ηq
‖w‖1, (C.66)
and
‖pULps, tqqJw‖2 ď
ˆ
nCη`ε
cηn1{3pt´ sq
˙ 3
2
p1´6ηq
‖w‖1. (C.67)
Proof. The proof is very similar to the ones for [67, Lemma 3.13], [15, Proposition 10.4] and [43, Section 10].
More precisely, our operator L is almost the same as the operator L in [67, Lemma 3.13], where the only
difference is the form of V . However, Vi in (C.59) satisfies exactly the same estimate as the Vi in [67]. So
we omit the details of the proof.
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Now we complete the proof of Proposition C.15. Fix constants 0 ă δ1 ă δ2 ă ωℓ ´ ω1. We define the
indicator function X2piq “ 1t1ďiďℓ3nδ2u and let X2 be the associated digonal operator. For any v P Rp with
‖v‖1 “ 1, we decompose that
xULw, vy “ xw, pULqJvy “ xw, pULqJX2vy ` xw, pULqJp1´ X2qvy.
where we abbreviated UL :“ ULpn´C0 , tq. For the second term, with Lemma C.13 we obtain thatˇˇxw, pULqJp1 ´ X2qvyˇˇ ď n´100‖w‖1‖v‖1 ď n´99}w}2‖v‖1
with high probability. For the first term, with Lemma C.16 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain that
for any constant η ą 0,
xw, pULqJX2vy ď ‖w‖2‖pULqJX2v‖2 ď ‖w‖2
ˆ
nCη`ε
cηn1{3pt´ n´C0q
˙ 3
2
p1´6ηq
‖v‖1.
By l1–l8 duality and using t ě 2n´C0, we find that
‖ULw‖8 ď Cpηq
ˆ
nCη`ε
n1{3t
˙ 3
2
p1´6ηq
‖w‖2.
Consequently, by the semigroup property, we find that
‖ULpn´C0 , tqw‖8 “ ‖ULp2t{3, tqULpn´C0 , 2t{3qw‖8
ď Cpηq
ˆ
nCη`ε
n1{3t
˙ 3
2
p1´6ηq
‖ULpn´C0 , 2t{3qw‖2 ď Cpηq
ˆ
nCη`ε
n1{3t
˙3p1´6ηq
‖w‖1,
where we used Lemma C.16 again in the last step. Finally, the estimate (C.63) for general q follows from
the standard interpolation argument.
C.4 Proof of Lemma C.13
Finally in this section, we prove the finite speed of propagation estimate, Lemma C.13. For simplicity of
notations, we shift the time such that the starting time point is t “ 0. We first prove a result for fixed s.
Lemma C.17. Fix a small constant 0 ă δ ă ωℓ ´ω1. For any a ě ℓ3nδ, b ď ℓ3nδ{2 and fixed 0 ď s ď 10t1,
we have that with high probability,
sup
sďtď10t1
`
ULabps, tq ` ULbaps, tq
˘ ď n´D,
for any large constant D ą 0.
We postpone its proof until we complete the proof of Lemma C.13. We will also need to use the following
lemma in order to extend the result to all 0 ď s ď t ď 10t1.
Lemma C.18. Let u P Rp be a solution of Btu “ Lu with uip0q ě 0 for 1 ď i ď p. Then for 0 ď t ď 10t1,
we have
1
2
ÿ
i
uip0q ď
ÿ
i
uiptq ď
ÿ
i
uip0q.
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Proof. Summing over i and using
ř
ipBuqi “ 0, we get that
Bt
ÿ
i
ui “
ÿ
i
Viui.
We first bound (C.59). Using (C.27) and Lemma C.10, we have that with high probability,
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 Á E ` n´2{3`2ωℓ , 1 ď i ď nωa , E P Ici pt, 0q.
Together with ρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q „
?
E, we get that for 1 ď i ď nωa ,
0 ď ´Vi À
ż
Ici pt,0q
?
E
|E ` n´2{3`2ωℓ |2 dE À n
1{3´ωℓ .
We can get the same bound for (C.60). Then applying Gronwall’s inequality to
´
´
Cn1{3´ωℓ
¯ÿ
i
ui ď Bt
ÿ
i
ui ď 0,
we can conclude the proof.
Now we can complete the proof of Lemma C.13.
Proof of Lemma C.13. Fix any constant 0 ă ε ă δ, a ě ℓ3n2δ and b ď ℓ3nδ. By the semigroup property, we
have
ULbipn´C0 , tq “
ÿ
j
ULbjps, tqULjipn´C0 , sq ě ULbaps, tqULaipn´C0 , sq. (C.68)
By Lemma C.18, we find that
ř
i U
L
aipn´C0 , sq ě 1{2.Moreover, by Lemma C.17 we have that ULaipn´C0 , sq ď
n´100 for any i ď ℓ3nδ`ε. This implies that there exists an i˚ ě ℓ3nδ`ε such that ULai˚pn´C0 , sq ě p4nq´1.
However, by Lemma C.17 we have that ULbi˚p0, tq ď n´D for any large constant D ą 0. Thus picking i “ i˚
in (C.68), we get that ULbaps, tq ď n´D`2. This finishes the proof for the estimate on ULbaps, tq. The estimate
on ULabps, tq can be proved in a similar way.
It remains to prove Lemma C.17. The strategy was first developed in [17], and later used in [65, 67] to
study the symmetric DBM for Wigner type matrices. Our proof is similar to the ones for [65, Lemma 4.2]
and [67, Lemma 4.1], so we will not write down all the details.
Proof of Lemma C.17. We focus on the case s “ 0 and the general case can be dealt with similarly using
a simple time shift. Let ψ be a smooth function such that (i) ψpxq “ ´x for |x| ď ℓ2n´2{3`2δ{3, (ii)
ψ1pxq “ 0 for |x| ą 2ℓ2n´2{3`2δ{3, (iii) ψ is decreasing, (iv) |ψpxq ´ ψpyq| ď |x´ y| and |ψ1pxq| ď 1, and (v)
|ψ2pxq| ď Cℓ´2n2{3´2δ{3 for some constant C ą 0. Similar to [67, Lemma 4.1], we now consider a solution of
Btf “ Lf, with fip0q “ δq˚ ,
for any q˚ ě q :“ ℓ3nδ. Let ν ą 0 be a fixed constant and define functions
φk :“ exppνψppykpt, αq ´ pγqpt, αqqq, vk :“ φkfk, F ptq :“ÿ
k
v2k.
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We will choose a specific ν along the proof such that on one hand, φk is large enough, and on the other
hand, F ptq is bounded. By Ito’s formula, we find that F satisfies the SDE
dF “ ´
ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijpvi ´ vjq2dt` 2
ÿ
i
Viv
2
i dt (C.69)
`
ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijvivj
ˆ
φi
φj
` φj
φi
´ 2
˙
dt (C.70)
` 2ν
ÿ
i
v2i ψ
1ppyi ´ pγqqdppyi ´ pγqq (C.71)
`
ÿ
i
v2i
ˆ
ν2
n
rψ1ppyi ´ pγqqs2 ` ν
n
ψ
2ppyi ´ pγqq˙ dt, (C.72)
where we denoted
Bij “ 1
2n
1
ppyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αqq2 .
Now we choose a suitable stopping time. Let τ1 be the stopping time such that for t ă τ1, Lemmas C.4 and
C.10 hold true for a sufficiently small constant 0 ă ε ă δ{100. Note that with high probability, τ1 ě 10t1.
Let τ2 be the first time such that F ě 10. Then we let the stopping time τ be
τ :“ mintτ1, τ2, 10t1u,
and for the rest of the proof we only consider times with t ă τ . We will show that with a suitable choice of
ν, we actually have τ “ 10t1 with high probability.
We now deal with each term in (C.69)-(C.72). First, (C.69) is a dissipative term, so it can only decrease
the size of F ptq. By Corollary C.11, we see that ψ1ppyi´ pγqq “ 0 when i ą Cℓ3nδ for a large enough constant
C ą 0. Moreover, if i ď Cℓ3nδ and pi, jq P A, then j ď C 1ℓ3nδ for some constant C 1 ą 0. Thus the nonzero
terms in (C.70) must satisfy that i, j ď Cℓ3nδ for a large enough constant C ą 0. Then by Corollary C.11,
for i, j ď Cℓ3nδ statisfying pi, jq P A, we have
|pyi ´ pyj | À ℓ2nδ{3
n2{3
.
Now with the Taylor expansion of e´x ` ex ´ 2, we get that if
νℓ2nδ{3
n2{3
ď C1 (C.73)
for some constant C1 ą 0, then
pC.70q À ν
2
n
ÿ
pi,jqPA
pv2i ` v2j q1tφj‰φiudt ď
ν2ℓ3n2δ{3
n
F ptqdt. (C.74)
The term (C.72) can be easily bounded as
pC.72q À
ˆ
ν2
n
` νℓ
´2
n1{3`2δ{3
˙
F ptqdt. (C.75)
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It remains to control (C.71). Since ψ1ppyi ´ ζqq ‰ 0 only when i ď Cℓ3nδ ! nωa , thus pyi satisfies the SDE
(C.35), which gives
dppyipt, αq ´ pγqpt, αqq “ ´ dBi?
n
` 1
2n
A,piqÿ
j
1pyipt, αq ´ pyjpt, αqdt
`
˜
d
a
E`pt, 0q
dt
´ dpγqpt, αq
dt
¸
dt´ n´ p
2nE`pt, 0qdt
´
«
cn
ż
Ici pt,0q
a
E`pt, 0qρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE
ff
dt. (C.76)
By Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and Markov’s inequality, we find that for any constant ε ą 0,
sup
0ďtďτ
ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
ÿ
i
v2i ψ
1ppyi ´ pγqqdBi?
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď nεν
ˆ
nω1
n4{3
˙1{2
(C.77)
with high probability. Moreover, with the same arguments for (4.17) of [67] we obtain that
ν
n
ÿ
pi,jqPA
v2i ψ
1ppyi ´ pγqqpyi ´ pyj ď ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bij
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pvi ´ vjq2 ` C
ˆ
νnωℓ
n1{3
` ν
2n3ωℓ`2δ{3
n
˙
F ptq (C.78)
for large enough constant C ą 0. The main difference from the argument in [67] is about the term
d
a
E`pt, 0q
dt
´ dpγqpt, αq
dt
´ n´ p
2n
a
E`pt, 0q
´ cn
ż
Ici pt,0q
a
E`pt, 0qρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE
“ cn
a
E`pt, 0q
„
mt
ˆ´a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αq¯2 , 0˙´mtpE`pt, 0q, 0q
` cn
ż
Iipt,0q
a
E`pt, 0qρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE ´ dpγqpt, αqdt `Optq, (C.79)
where we used (C.15) and ζtpE`pt, 0q, 0q “ E`pt, 0q`Optq in the derivation. By the square root behavior of
mt around the right edge, we have that
|mtpp
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2, 0q ´mtpE`pt, 0q, 0q| Àa|pyipt, αq| À n´1{3`ωℓ`δ{3
with high probability, where we used (C.27) in the last step. For the second term on the right-hand side of
(C.79), it can be bounded in the same way as (C.53) and we can getˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Iipt,0q
a
E`pt, 0qρtpE`pt, 0q ´ E, 0q
E ´ E`pt, 0q ` p
a
E`pt, 0q ´ pyipt, αqq2 dE
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À n´1{3`ωℓ`δ{3,
with high probability. Finally, we know that pγqpt, αq satisfiesż pγqpt,αq
0
rρpt, EqdE “ q
p
, rρpt, Eq :“ ftpaE`pt, αq ´ E,αq.
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Taking derivative of this equation, we get
dpγqpt, αq
dt
“ ´1rρpt, pγqpt, αqq
ż pγqpt,αq
0
Btrρpt, EqdE.
It is trivial to check that Btrρpt, Eq “ Op1q, and we have rρpt, pγqq „apγqpt, αq by (B.12). Thus we obtain from
the above equation that ˇˇˇˇ
dpγqpt, αq
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
À
bpγqpt, αq À n´1{3`ωℓ`δ{3.
Combining the above estimate, we get
|pC.79q| “ Opn´1{3`ωℓ`δ{3q. (C.80)
Together with (C.74), (C.75),(C.77) and (C.78), we find that if ν satisfies the condition of (C.73), then with
high probability,
BtF ptq ď C
ˆ
ν2n3ωl`2δ{3
n
` νn
ωℓ`δ{3
n1{3
˙
F ptq.
Then by Gronwall’s inequality, we get
sup
0ďsďτ
F psq ď F p0q ` C
ˆ
ν2n3ωl`2δ{3`ω1
n4{3
` νn
ωℓ`ω1`δ{3
n2{3
˙
with high probability. Hence choosing ν “ n2{3´2ωl´δ{3, we get by continuity that τ “ 10t1 with high
probability, i.e.
sup
0ďsď10t1
F psq ď 10, with high probability.
Now notice that if i ď ℓ3nδ{2, we have that
ν|pyipt, αq ´ pγqpt, αq| Á nδ{3, with high probability.
Then by the definition of F ptq and Markov’s inequality, we obtain that ULiq˚p0, tq ď n´D for any large
constant D ą 0 if i ď ℓ3nδ{2 and q˚ ě ℓ3nδ. The proof for ULq˚i is the same by setting ψ Ñ ´ψ.
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